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INTRODUCTION

The North Channel of Lake Huron is big water, not for the weak in spirit or heart.
It is one of those priceless regions that has survived the onslaught and blight of
hundreds of years of European and American civilization. The native animals
and plants, the people of the First Nations, the affection of people of our
generation and generations past, and the management of the Government of
Ontario are to be credited with preserving this unique tract of northern
wilderness.
You won’t see brochures or posters promoting tourism in the area. You can’t go
to the travel agent and make arrangements for a tour. There are no fancy fourstar hotels. Holland American and Carnival Line do not have cruises through the
North Channel. Although the North Channel is only a one-day drive from the
major population centers of Toronto, the Twin Cities, Chicago, Milwaukee, Detroit
and Cleveland, to tour the area by car is to be there but without visiting it. From
the road, in the comforts of a car or a camper-trailer, the area has little to attract
particular interest.
On the other hand, to sail to the North Channel from a metropolitan area
demands navigating the big, open, unpredictable and perilous waters of at least
one of the Great Lakes. The
round trip of the lake alone can
take a couple weeks, cutting
valuable time from the minimal
vacation days allotted by our
industrialized society. The
cruising period when the winds
are gentle, the days long and
the air warm in the North
Channel and the northern Great
Lakes starts in late June and
extends only to mid-August, a
period of less than two months.
The North Channel is one of those places when, once there, you need to unwind
and follow your heart. Let it surround you. The enchantment is pervasive if you
relax and permit yourself to be lured into small bays and coves, to enjoy the
magic of the evenings, nights, mornings, the fog, the rain, the storms, the winds
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and the friendships. The wonder is missed if you rush through it on a rigid
schedule. Take time to listen to the wind, look at the night sky and snack on wild
blueberries. As an acquaintance commented about his arrival in the North
Channel, “When I woke up in the morning, I thought I had died and gone to
heaven”.
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THE LEG NORTH

It all began, in retrospect, six years earlier in 1995. The magic day was most
likely when the owner of the boat yard where Solsken had been aging on its
rusting trailer told me to remove the boat or lose it. Looking that day at the
classic Carl Alberg designed sloop, a 1962, twenty-six foot Pearson Ariel, must
have been the seed to start me on my way.
Over the course of the five years spent restoring it in my back yard, many times I
conjured where Solsken’s travels would take me, with memories from the sixties
and seventies reflecting my experiences aboard her cruising the Great Lakes.
The North Channel of Lake Huron certainly had been my favorite area, with
Georgian Bay a close second. Would Solsken still be suitable for such a trip?
Would Solsken be safe or were there undiscovered structural problems? Now
thirty years older, was I up to the challenge and would it be as enjoyable to me
as in years past? Would there be time available to take such a trip? The dreams
persisted.
In the summer of year 2000, Solsken had been launched for the first time since
1978, when it had sunk at its slip on the Ship and Sanitary Canal south of
Chicago, followed by being frozen in several inches of ice, while sunk. I did not
realize at the time this happened that
the marina operator was headed for
bankruptcy.

After five years of restoration, a spontaneous
re-christening party was sparsely attended.

The first trips that year were
monumental adventures, not so much
for what happened, but because of
the concerns that were being
answered. It started with a cruise to
Kenosha, just ten miles to the south
of Solsken’s homeport, Racine,
Wisconsin. Then, feeling more
adventurous, I took Solsken twentyone miles north to South Milwaukee.
These are not big trips, but, looking
back, they were challenges at the
time.

The principal adventure that year was not planned to be so. My son, Ethan, and
his friend were visiting one Sunday in early October. He had never sailed on
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what he referred to as the “mother ship” other than when he was a small toddler,
and was looking forward to going out.
It had snowed Saturday, the day before we were slated to sail. Sunday was a
classic cold, blustery, gray October day. No one was leaving harbor. I didn’t
look forward to heading out. Fortunately, Ethan and his friend missed our
scheduled breakfast, no shows, so I could now gracefully exit my commitment to
go sailing. The strong wind and biting cold penetrated my winter gear.
While closing up the boat to head home,
they showed up, excited about going
sailing, leaving me with little choice. Jill,
my wife, exited while the three of us
headed out into ten foot seas under
storm jib and reefed main. It turned out
to be a wonderful sail and confirmed that
the rebuilt Solsken was as safe and stout
as ever. I knew then that Solsken was
up to a long trip the next season.

Leaving Racine Harbor on a cold, October
day with storm jib and reefed main.

Over the winter months, several
improvements were made in preparation
for the cruise up Lake Michigan, past
Mackinac Island into Lake Huron and the
North Channel, a round trip distance of
over 1,500 miles.

A bow pulpit was installed for safety, a manual bilge pump installed in the
cockpit, a lightning ground plate on the keel and the myriad of small things that
needed to be done, several of which turned out to be major projects, a familiar
experience for seasoned boaters.
Launched for the second season in May 2001, trips up to Milwaukee and down to
Kenosha were now insignificant day trips - routine. The next big test was sailing
80 miles across the open waters of Lake Michigan, out of sight of land with no
protection, to Saugatuck, Michigan.
Motoring across the lake in mid-June, with the full moon glistening on calm
waters, was magnificent. Particularly memorable was being awakened by my
unseasoned crew, who had been at the helm while I slept, to inquire what the
lights were just ahead and to port. Shaking sleep, it struck me that I was looking
at the masthead light of a freighter, and those two small red and green lights
were its bow navigation lights. It seemed headed right for us. I was now fully
awake. I can’t recall when Solsken ever took a faster 180 degree turn to avoid
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what then appeared to be a collision course. Some days later it occurred to me
that a radar reflector, which I had relied on in earlier years to protect against midlake collisions, had not been raised that night. A good lesson for future crossings
of freighter lanes!
As the crossing progressed, and reaching deeper water, the depth finder
appeared to fail. It wasn’t reading the depth of the lake, but, instead, setting off
the shallow water alarm. In the North Channel with its rocks and shoals, an
operational depth finder would be mandatory.
What was I to do, I pondered? I read, and reread the depthfinder manual. I
made the recommended adjustments that should have helped, but didn’t.
Fortunately, as we entered shallower water approaching the eastern shore, the
depthfinder started reading again, and I realized that when the water depth is
beyond its intended range, it measures the bottom of the boat. It was working
just as it should. The experience was nothing more than getting to know the
boat, its equipment and how to turn off the depthfinder alarm.
Our arrival at Saugatuck by noon seemed assured. But thirty miles from our
destination, the motor, a brand new eight horsepower Yamaha outboard, with all
its super fancy computerized features to minimize gas consumption and control
everything, failed – totally - dead. Everything was checked that related to a
suspected fuel problem. Try this; pull the starter; nothing. Try that; pull the
starter; nothing. Then, as if the motor was trying to express its displeasure with
our routine, the starter pull cord broke ending any further attempts.
Raising the sails was the only alternative. In the process of raising the biggest
genoa, the handle fell out of the halyard winch, bounced on the deck and almost
flipped overboard, while on the other side, the whisker pole fell into the water.
The winch handle, for which there was no spare, was rescued before it took one
final bounce; we were not so fortunate with the whisker pole. Without a motor,
and no wind, we could not turn around to pick it up. How helpless we were
without wind and steerage.
Ghosting to the Saugatuck harbor entrance that evening, a passing motorboat
was hailed to tow Solsken to any marina. It turned out both spark plugs had
become fouled because motor exhaust was entering the air intake. Both plugs
had failed simultaneously, masking the problem. Another important lesson
learned, and hopefully it wouldn’t, and didn’t, happen again.
This was thought of as a routine shakedown cruise, but now, or so it seemed,
limits of “routine” were being stretched.
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Arrangements for the long trip to the North Channel began in the fall of the prior
year. As the trip evolved through the cold winter months, my son, Ethan, and his
friend, Chris, would join me initially for the Hook Race, a two hundred mile, open
water race from Racine, Wisconsin north by northeast up Lake Michigan, through
Death’s Door Passage into Green Bay and south to the city of Sturgeon Bay,
Wisconsin.
Chris would leave our “high performance” sailing team there, and Ethan and I
would cruise north to the picturesque towns of Door County passing by the string
of islands separating Lake Michigan from Green Bay and onward to Fayette,
Michigan with its magnificent natural “snail shell” harbor, a jewel of the Great
Lakes. Continuing, we would turn back, heading south a short distance, go past
the entrance islands to exit Green Bay and head east across Lake Michigan to
historic Beaver Island. Finally, at the Straits of Mackinac, Jill would meet us.
Ethan would be leaving there, heading onward to Montreal, while Jill would join
me for the continuation of the trip into the North Channel. The target for arrival at
Mackinac was Sunday evening, July 23, 2001.
The Hook Race
The totality of concerns involved in preparing for a long distance race, and the
extended cruise were almost overwhelming. For the race, not being an
experienced open water racer, I really had little assistance available to know
what was necessary. Just to get a handicap rating for a boat of this age was a
time-consuming discovery experience.
For the race, we would be on the open water for three days, with no idea of what
weather conditions would be encountered. What about food, and beer? Would
the plumbing system I had installed work, and would the holding tank be
adequate? What about safety equipment, procedures and training, in as much
as none of crew were experienced sailors, much less skilled racers? “What
hadn’t I thought of” kept running through my mind in the final days before
departure.
Saturday morning, July 14th; the day of the race had arrived. Whether something
had been forgotten now became irrelevant. My focus was on the starting line.
The boats with the highest handicaps start last, I had been told, and Solsken had
the absolute highest handicap, 258. I could learn from watching the others going
first. I asked the sailor that had urged me to enter my boat about the starting
line. The curt answer was “If you don’t know that now, how can you race?” It
was obvious I was not going to get the time of day from the seasoned racers.
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So out to the starting line Solsken sailed, following the other boats. However, to
our surprise, the smallest boats, including Solsken, were to start first. There
would be no series of demonstration starts.
We were maneuvering for starting position at the count down when a large yacht
in a much later starting division arrogantly cruised the starting line, forcing us to
alter course just moments before our starting gun. But Solsken did well crossing
the line with the fleet, without mishap. That was, in our consensus, an
accomplishment.
A boat’s hull speed is a function of the ratio of the waterline length to the beam.
The longer the waterline and the narrower the beam, the faster the boat. The
design of the Ariel is such that it is fastest when heeled so that its waterline
length increases from 18’6 almost to its full 26 foot hull length. The angle of heel
also decreases its effective beam. Thus, to be competitive, we needed winds
strong enough to make the boat heel. With our rating, if winds were off shore
westerlies, Solsken would fly and be competitive in the race. Otherwise, there
was no chance.
We mused about Solsken being a “Cinderella” boat. With such a large handicap,
and with the right winds, it could come in last based on elapsed time and yet still
win on corrected time. But that was not to be. Instead, the winds were very light
and from astern, the worst situation. Solsken did not have a spinnaker as the
other boats did, so a downwind run was very much to our competitive
disadvantage.
To maintain our spirits, we ate well
(steaks) and had good German beer;
none of that Miller stuff. Committed to
both the competitive nature of racing,
and decadence, good cigars and
sunning on the foredeck became the
order of the day. It was said we were
alchemists; changing good German
beer into Mexican beer.
By late afternoon, the last boat had
passed us by. Saturday night,
Sheboygan, Wisconsin was passed. We watched as the masthead lights of the
most distant boats disappeared over the horizon.
Helpless, as the last competitor passed us.

Sunday, the sailing could not have been more pleasant as we advanced alone
towards our destination, proceeding several miles off the rocky and dangerous
Door County peninsula coast. Because we were in a race, any nagging
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temptation to turn on the “iron jib” (a.k.a. the motor) was stilled, a welcome relief
cruising sailors seldom have the opportunity to enjoy. Time still flew by.
Early Sunday evening, the wind freshened from the north. The decision was
made to exchange the 170% Dacron genoa for similar sized nylon reacher to
pick up a few tenths of a mile an hour. Rather, our speed slowed so we again
raised the genoa. This exercise signaled the retirement for the reacher, our poor
man’s spinnaker and the only sail remaining from Solsken’s 60’s sail inventory.
The other boats in the race, far ahead of us, having most likely rounded the tip of
the peninsula and Death’s Door passage, would have missed this blast of fresh
late afternoon air, we reasoned.
The chop created by the wind gusts occasioned a perfect opportunity for the
skipper to give the crew a hands-on training demonstration of how to vomit
without soiling the deck. That respite from the rigorous activities was just what
the crew needed from the duress of the voyage. For Chris, the beef jerky he had
been devouring all day took on a whole new flavor.
But then, the wind abated. Night came on while Solsken was just to the east of
the Death’s Door. We were looking forward to leaving the big lake and entering
the more protected waters of Green Bay.
It was very dark without any moon. All eyes were looking for the passage
entrance buoy and the lighthouses that marked the passage. This passage, a
main shipping channel, is constricted by islands and shoals. The lights of the
freighters and the shore lights could be confusing. Which white lights in the
Passage were we seeing? Which beacon was Plum Island? Which was the Pilot
Island light? Which light marked the reef located to port?
Ethan brought to my attention that the GPS screen display was fading out. We
were relying on our GPS to lead us into the channel, although we had a compass
that, in a pinch, would do. Everything appeared OK for the moment. I had no
concern other than being upset that a new GPS would be failing.
Suddenly, without warning, everything electrical went out; running lights,
compass light, GPS, radio, cabin lights. The battery had been fully charged, so a
dead battery was not likely, unless a short had developed that was draining the
battery. And, in the darkness, there was no way to check out that possibility,
even with a flashlight.
After trying various alternatives for a quick fix, which were minimal, a meeting of
the skipper and entire crew was convened to determine where we were relative
to the channel, the islands, the shoals and other boats. Vigorous debate and
discussion ensued, lasting almost an hour, with allegations that one or another of
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us was not looking at the same scene and even that certain instincts of the
skipper were wrong. The meeting concluded with a consensus that we didn’t
know where we were or which way to head.
Also concluded was that the Yamaha outboard, with its generator, should be fired
up hoping the problem was limited to the battery and that the six amp generating
capacity of the motor was adequate for the lights and instruments. The reasons
the motor had not been started sooner is that we believed, in error, that to start
the engine would disqualify us in the race (starting the engine is approved, but
putting it in gear is not).
The running lights, the GPS, the compass and cabin lights came on, confirming
our conclusion that we had no idea where we were. It turned out, which we
discovered later in port, that there was corrosion on either the stainless steel
battery terminals or the marine type battery connectors. Unlike an automobile
car battery, marine battery corrosion may not be apparent through discoloration
or a white powder residue.
By dawn we had rounded Death’s Door passage. With a good breeze, Solsken
was making good way heading south into Green Bay. According to our
calculation, we should cross the finish line about noon, six hours ahead of the
deadline for finishing. There was a likelihood that the winds would increase
during the day, making our drive to the finish line even shorter.
The last course change was off Chambers Island, only a couple hours from the
finish line. Rounding this last can, the wind died, totally. There was not even
enough of a breeze to maintain steerage. Green Bay was a millpond. 10:00,
11:00, 12:00, 1:00, and we hadn’t moved. Nada! There was no longer any way
we could make the finish line before the time deadline. It was clearly time to drop
the sails, throw a couple long lines overboard, install the ladder over the side,
and go for a wonderful swim. During our three days of close confinement, we
had been mutually perfumed solely by beer, cigars and the wind.
The race was over for Solsken, what we had hoped would be a Cinderella sail.
But it wasn’t over for the other racers that had already finished the race and were
enjoying rum drinks at the Sturgeon Bay Yacht Club. Unbeknownst to us at the
time we dropped out was that, if we had been able to finish the race, because of
our handicap, we would have changed finishing positions for many racers based
on our handicap. However, the other yachts, by finishing earlier, had avoided the
dead calm that had stopped us.
Approaching the finish line under motor power a short time before the six o’clock
finish deadline, we tried to establish radio contact with the race committee, as
instructed. There was no answer – even on high twenty-five watt power. As we
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crossed the finish line, there was no finish horn. There was no sign of the race
committee.
Pulling up alongside the
dock at the Sturgeon Bay
Yacht Club an hour later,
there was no one to greet
us or help us tie up. The
cocktail party was almost
over and we had to hurry if
we were to even get dinner.
But there was no one left
selling tickets. Thus was
our welcome after three
days on the lake.
The reason no one had
heard our radio call is that
The morning after the night before at the Sturgeon Bay
Yacht Club as the racers leave into the morning drizzle.
the race committee had left
early to join the party. It
was as if we were not even
in the race, although we paid the fees, had been an official starter and had not
been able to notify the race committee that we had dropped out a few hours
earlier.
Jill met us at the club, arriving by car almost at the same time as we did, bringing
a supply of provisions for the continuation of the trip to St. Ignace, Michigan
where Ethan and Jill would change slots.
After a good night sleep in an area motel, Jill drove Ethan and me to the boat,
unloaded the few remaining items from the car to be brought aboard and, with
Chris, headed home – accidentally taking with her my duffel containing clothes
for the rest of the trip. If sailing three days without a shower had been
noteworthy, sailing for a week without a change of clothes would be even more of
a challenge.
Death’s Door and the Garden Peninsula
After fixing the electrical system corrosion problem with a can of battery cleaner
(I wish I had known when our lights failed that Coke does the same thing), and
visiting the Sturgeon Bay Maritime Museum, Ethan and I hurried to cast off by
mid-day. We would purchase groceries at our evening destination, Ephraim, on
the Door Peninsula.
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At Ephraim, where we docked just before nightfall, there was no grocery store.
Worse for sailors, the community is dry. Nor were there any slips (the dry
community and the limited number of visiting yachts may be linked). Since the
harbormaster had gone home, we tied up where signs clearly informed us we
weren’t supposed to dock, recognizing that we must be gone before his early
return in the morning.
At dawn we motored over to a quiet cove on Horseshoe Island, part of a nearby
State Park, having made a clean escape from Ephraim – “slipping hook” just like
rumrunners of days long past. The winds were dead calm at this hour of the day,
with a light haze. After a pleasant walk around the heavily forested island, we
returned to Solsken for breakfast.
This was the first time since the ‘70s that either of Solsken’s two Danforth
anchors, an 11 lb. “lunch” anchor, and a 17 lb. overnighter had been used. For a
brief stop in calm weather, such as our breakfast stop, the lunch anchor had
always been appropriate.
For those that have been in a situation as Solsken was that morning, there is
empathy and brotherhood. While enjoying a most memorable breakfast, it
seemed as if the shore was moving a bit closer, but not enough to be certain.
Solsken, I became convinced, was just swinging a bit around the anchor.
Several moments later it seemed that the neighboring boat was in a somewhat
different relative position. Relax and enjoy your breakfast, I kept telling myself. I
don’t think Ethan noticed my eyes going back and forth. Yikes, I suddenly
concluded, Solsken was almost aground. On with the motor and up with the
anchor which had clearly not been holding. That scenario of an anchor dragging
is typically the same for most boaters, unless the anchor drag is not noticed in
time.
What had happened was that, because
of the low, lake water levels, the weeds
were unusually prolific, and the light,
lunch anchor had not grabbed the sand
bottom, but instead rested on top of the
weeds.

Heading north from Sturgeon Bay powered
by the iron genoa.
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the chain of islands separating Lake Michigan from Green Bay.
We still needed groceries, gas and now ice to at least keep the beer cold. There
were clearly serious provisioning problems developing. The Great Lakes
Cruising Club guide, unfortunately, erred in reporting provisions being available
at the Kreuger Kap’s harbor marina in Detroit Harbor. The water depth into
Kreuger Kap’s harbor was barely sufficient even if you knew the way in. The
Washington Island ferry dock was the only place having deeper water, but that
was obviously not an option.
We were directed to Shipyard Island Marina, a couple miles away across Detroit
Harbor bay, a large shallow bay, which, we were told, had seven to eight feet of
water the entire marked route. Although our depthfinder kept registering three to
four feet, an insufficient depth, we were not touching bottom as we eased along.
Heavy concentrations of weeds, we had discovered, can give erroneous depth
readings. But sometimes the readings might not be wrong. Good luck.
At the marina we lunched and stocked up on the important items of ice and gas.
Still no groceries. We became very comfortable there, and reluctantly left in midafternoon continuing north, rounding the western side of Washington Island and
finally docking at the next island in the
chain of entrance islands, Rock island.
Being late, we only walked for an hour
or two before going south for the night
to Jackson Harbor, a beautiful, well
protected inlet on the north side of
Washington Island.
In my earlier days, I had remembered
Jackson Harbor and Rock Island being
separated by a half mile of shoal water.
I had even sailed between the two
Rock Island government dock looking
islands. But with the low water of 2001
south towards Jackson Harbor.
and the shoals now exposed, the spit
separating the two islands could be
walked. Visually, the change of a few feet in the water level is unimaginable!
We had now had two restful, relatively short days on the water following the
hectic pace and challenge of the race. The most interesting cruising waters
began at Jackson Harbor, and continued north past the entrance islands of
Green Bay to the Garden Peninsula that extended southward from the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan.
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Jackson Harbor, on the north side of
Washington Island, in the morning mist.

Early the next morning our departure
from Jackson Harbor was memorable for
the beauty of the morning mist. Our
destination was the Garden Peninsula of
Michigan and the small, deep water Snail
Shell Harbor, surrounded by the historic
town of Fayette. This harbor and the
ruins of this major 19th century ironsmelting city are quiet, non-commercial
(no supplies); the ultimate “must visit
before the rest of the world finds out”.

Arriving in the late afternoon, we tied up
next to some ancient pilings, without the benefit of a dock, and crawled off to
view the sights of days long past. Not having been able to acquire groceries,
canned goods were to be our sustenance for the next couple days.
Fayette to Beaver Island
That evening and most of the next day, our rest period before crossing the lake,
passed quickly, as sunny days on a boat all seem to do. Late the following
afternoon we left, passing Middle
Bluff, Burnt Bluff, Sac Bay, and
Fairport – all wonderful Green Bay
beauty spots, but not necessarily
as harbors. The plan was to head
south, have a good dinner at
anchor off Summer Island, the
northernmost of the entrance
islands to Green Bay. In the
waning evening light, we would
pass through the shallow Poverty
Island passage between Summer
Island and Poverty Island and
overnight cross the lake to arrive
Historic Fayette and Snail Shell Harbor looking
mid-morning the next day at
south towards Middle Bluff in Green Bay.
Beaver Island in the middle of
Lake Michigan. Although plans are good to have, and perhaps essential, I kept
reminding myself that to adhere to them rigorously in the big lake can be
unpleasant, if not dangerous.
We had no sooner anchored on the west side of Summer Island than the skies to
the west started looking ominous, a mysteriously different shade of blue, or gray,
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or green. The weather report indicated the possibility of thunderstorms in the
evening or night. During the summer days, forecasts of ”a possibility of
thunderstorms” are so routine and so seldom materialize that they need to be
largely ignored if cruising the big waters to reach the next destination is ever to
be accomplished.
Although our dinner at Summer Island was under a bright, late afternoon sun, we
knew that Solsken was in a bad position, in confined shallow waters by a bad
shore, had one of the storms arisen with the suddenness for which Green Bay
was notorious. We hastened our premature departure to the open waters of the
big lake, just in case.
The clouds grew immense – those stereotypical sixty thousand plus foot cumulus
clouds with the black bottoms and the anvil shaped tops shown in meteorological
books. Our destination, Beaver Island was known for its vicious weather. As we
motored without a breath of wind, the weather reports became increasingly
ominous. Possibility of storms changed to predictions of storms with winds
exceeding fifty knots, although the most severe of the storms were being forecast
for the Manitou Islands, fifty miles to the south. Solsken continued inching
across the open waters of the lake through the southbound freighter track
marked on the charts. But there were no freighters. Freighters hole up in port
when serious inclement weather is forecast. Not seeing them in a track is a
portent of weather considered serious even for the big guys.
By midnight the weather reports indicated the storm had passed to the south and
the threat was over. In the early hours of the morning the storms dissipated
totally. The remainder of the night our attention was focused searching for the
bright Gull Island light, visible as much as three hours away and signaling our
approach to the western edge of the Beaver Island group of islands.
Now, in the darkness of the early
morning hours, we also were
contending with fog. The Gull
Island light eventually appeared
close to starboard as the morning
fog was dissipated by bright,
morning sunshine. Trout Island,
Whisky Island, and, one by one,
other islands were passed, each
an undeveloped tree covered star
shining in a bright blue lake. In
mid-morning, rounding the
northeast point of State protected,
undeveloped High Island, with its
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long and gorgeous sand beaches, we headed for a protected beach, dropped our
big hook, and had breakfast with all the trimmings that remained on board.
Through mid-afternoon the day was spent swimming, hiking and napping, a
troika of pleasures for cruising sailors.
High Island is rich in history from the 18th and early 19th century (that history is a
story by itself). It had been inhabited and farmed, but like so many locations up
north, because there was no reasonable way to earn a living, the communities
were abandoned. High Island is a paradise noteworthy for its beautiful beaches
to the east, and its extensive sand dunes to the west.
Late in the afternoon we weighed anchor and completed the remaining distance
to historic St. James harbor on Beaver Island for a well deserved dinner, beer,
Irish singing, the largest ice cream cones imaginable, and that night, after dark,
the worst storm of our entire summer trip, with dense sheet lightening, high
winds, and heavy rain. We had lucked out!
St. James is famous for James J. Strang, the Mormon leader that fled after
Joseph Smith was killed at Nauvoo, Illinois in the mid 19th century. Beaver Island
ultimately was settled as his kingdom, with Strang being the proverbial king of the
Mormon community. He asserted he was not answerable to the State of
Michigan or the United States government. Brigham Young, the leader of
another sect loyal to Smith, went west for the protection of similar isolation and
independence, ultimately establishing his Mormon community in what is now Salt
Lake City.
To Gray’s Reef and Mackinac
Sunday, our final day en route to Mackinac, was
hazy and calm. We motored east past the
rocks and shoals of other islands in the Beaver
Island group, out into the open water and then
turned north into the fabled Grays Reef
passage.
There is no way to avoid Gray’s Reef going to
Mackinac other than cruising the north shore of
Lake Michigan, a much longer route. This
The abandoned Gray’s Reef
stretch of water from Beaver Island to
lighthouse marks the 11-14 foot
Mackinac, regardless of the route taken, can be
deep, original channel.
about as tough and hazardous as it comes.
The reef itself is about fifteen miles wide between low lying, rocky points of land
with never more than thirty feet of water. Spread throughout the reef are myriad
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dangerous shallow water shoals. The passage through the reef, marked by
some of the brightest lights on the Lakes, is the main passage for the six hundred
foot freighters heading north towards Lakes Huron and Superior.
Late Sunday afternoon, without any particularly noteworthy event, Solsken was
docked at the St. Ignace marina, in Lake Huron and the Straits of Mackinac,
where we were to meet Jill. She, driving from western Wisconsin, had arrived
just as we did, almost to the minute.
In sharp contrast to lazy days on the water and not knowing what the next
occurrence or adventure would be, Ethan was immediately caught on the real
world treadmill, cars, schedules and spending money. Shortly after landing, we
enjoyed dinner together and debriefed Jill on the arduous rigors of our voyage.
The three of us then drove north to Sault Ste. Marie, staying overnight in a local
motel so Ethan could catch his early morning Greyhound bus headed towards
Montreal.
We had completed the trip up the lake and toured Green Bay as we had set out
to do, accomplishing what many other sailors dream of and few do. We were
blessed with wonderful weather, had a variety of experiences, visited and seen
some never-to-be-forgotten places. This had been an opportunity to share with
Ethan, my son, an adventure. For Ethan, it was a time to relax away from work,
perhaps offset by the anxiety occasioned by his father. As we said good-by, I
didn’t know if Ethan had taken his first of many sailing trips, or his last of one.
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THE CRUISING LEG

The cruise through the North Channel had been in the planning for several
months. During the course of this planning time, my wife had expressed many
reasons for her seeming disinterest. The real reason, it had become apparent,
was that living on board a sailboat for four weeks was not Jill’s idea of fun.
Jill had sailed on Solsken, our twenty-six foot sloop, in the 60s and 70s both
before and after we were married. We had had some wild and hair-raising
experiences sailing Solsken, and the boat had proven itself. We also lived on the
boat for weeks on end. But now, age, changing interests, and reduced energy
levels had metamorphosed the one time enthusiasm into disenchantment.
The year we were married we sailed around Lake Superior, loving our cruise
along the north shore. But on the way back, crossing that big lake and then on
into Whitefish Bay at the southeastern most end, down the St. Mary’s River into
Lake Huron and running the length of Lake Michigan south to Chicago, we had
been confronted with one blow after another. The last leg, crossing Lake
Michigan in October, we encountered snow squalls and the topsides of Solsken
iced up.
Maybe, I had pondered, she just thought too much about all the tough times, and
not enough about the good ones. The North Channel is not Lake Superior. It is
protected, with plenty of bays and inlets to pull into and get out of the weather
and waves, if need be. Showing my old pictures of a North Channel cruise taken
years ago did nothing. I tried to interest her through the Great Lakes Cruising
Club books and maps, and through enthusiastic comments of friends that had
cruised those waters. Nothing worked. She had convinced herself that she
would not have a good time, and made no secret of it.
But ultimately she did agree to cruise the North Channel conditioned on our
return to Hessel, Michigan, on the north shore of Lake Huron a few miles from
the Straits of Mackinac, no later than August 24th. That commitment I had to
make.
On her send-off party at work, she received a gift of Twister candy “ropes” with a
accompanying bon voyage card that advised, “if it got too bad, just strangle him
and eat the evidence.”
I had not succeeded in finding a crew member to join me bringing Solsken back
to Racine from Hessel after she left me to return home. The run down Lake
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Michigan, some three hundred miles of temperamental, big water, is a challenge
even for bigger, well-crewed boats. The prior winter, two friends had agreed to
join me for what I had believed would be a leisurely, once-in-a-lifetime trip down
Lake Michigan. However, by late spring, their plans had changed. I did
everything imaginable to find another crewmember. Now at St. Ignace leaving
for the North Channel, I still had not found a crew member for the downbound
trip. The difficulty was not in finding people who would have liked to travel the
lake, but finding those that could and would. But I did have a lead on two
references, both experienced sailors, each appearing to be anxious to sail south,
subject to my making telephone contact to finalize plans.
To deal with these two concerns, I had included plans to visit a few friends the
first week along the route, so that Jill could sleep off the boat and get her sea
legs in easy waters, and I could make calls to finalize crew arrangements.
Further complicating matters, in the first week we had to fly to California for four
days on business. Arrangements had to be made to leave Solsken for a few
days while in California and where we could also leave our car for the duration of
our cruise. Cedarville, in the Cheneaux Islands on the North Shore of Lake
Huron, a few miles east of Hessel, was the spot selected.
To Burnt Island, in Potagannissing Bay
Monday the 23rd of July, after waving Ethan off at the Greyhound Bus terminal in
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, bound for Sudbury and eventually Montreal, Jill and I
headed back to St. Ignace for a lazy
day enjoying Mackinac Island
before we headed out the next day.
The run between St. Ignace and
Mackinac Island harbor is only five
miles. I have never troubled myself
with making reservations for a slip
or mooring because Solsken, being
a small boat, can always be tucked
in somewhere. Maybe
The Port Huron, Michigan to Mackinac Island
harbormasters feel more kindly
race fleet at Mackinac Harbor.
towards smaller, less ostentatious
craft. Fortunately, this time, we casually mentioned to the St. Ignace
harbormaster our planned one hour trip to the Island. She fortuitously urged us
to leave Solsken in the St. Ignace harbor because the Port Huron to Mackinac
racers, finishing the race that day, were overnighting in Mackinac Island harbor.
They were already having trouble finding spots for the two hundred plus finishing
yachts, much less low priority Solsken.
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So we took the ferry across, had a wonderful time with the partying sailors filling
every bar in sight, and the harbor filled with colorful pennant flying yachts of all
shapes and sizes. Then, that night, on the last ferry, we crossed back for Jill’s
first onboard overnight of the cruise. Would it also be her last? The car was still
invitingly convenient.
The next morning was clear and bright, with the perfect wind. Leaving midmorning, we rounded the north side of Mackinac and headed east towards a
friend’s house on Coryell Island at the eastern end of the Cheneaux Islands (Les
Cheneaux means “The Channels” and is pronounced “Snows”), where our late
afternoon arrival was anticipated.
Although I had tested Solsken’s new VHF radio over a short distance, the radio
was untested for longer distances, particularly at high power (twenty-five watts).
This would not otherwise concern me, except that when we had tried to contact
the race committee in Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin on our upward leg, no one had
responded. Was Solsken’s high power transmitter at fault? For a sailor,
uncertainty about equipment means worry, as it should.
Arrangements were made to radio
our friend after we had passed
Mackinac, placing us within
theoretical range of his high antenna.
I made a rather tentative call “Do you
read me”, not really certain about
what would happen. When we picked
up his reply, loud and clear, he must
have heard me sigh in relief.
I agreed to stay in touch from time to
time until we reached Penny Island
A classic Chris Craft stinkpot can be fun,
off Government Island in the
even to a dyed-in-the-wool sailor.
Cheneaux. He and his wife would
meet us in their vintage Chris Craft to guide us to their Coryell Island dock. As
the day progressed the wind notched up, making for a fast, exciting run, or so it
seemed to me. But Jill clearly did not share my pleasure and kept hoping, I am
certain, that I would drop some sail.
That night, my friend and I were on a neighbor’s pier looking at the constellations
in the bright, star-studded sky noticing, in particular, a dim star on the horizon just
over the trees. We surely gazed at the star for a half hour, concluding the
direction and appearance were wrong for Venus or Mars, and it was not moving
so it couldn’t be a satellite or an airplane. Then, in a moment of sheer intellectual
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brilliance, we realized the light was Solsken’s masthead light sticking up above
the treetops.
We remained in the Cheneaux islands
until Wednesday, when we left for
Traverse City on our way to California,
returning Sunday evening. The
highlight of our Bay Area trip, for me,
was sailing on an Ariel on San
Francisco Bay Saturday. The Bay area
is a hotbed of Ariel activity. So, at the
end of the first week, only one day
sailing and one overnight likely suited
Jill just fine.
The North Channel is separated from
the main body of Lake Huron to the
south by three islands; Drummond
Island, Cockburn Island and Manitoulin Island, the latter being the largest fresh
water island in the world. There are three passages into the North Channel from
Lake Huron proper. Detour Passage, the westernmost entrance, is the passage
taken by the huge six hundred foot lake freighters plying the St. Mary’s River
between Lake Superior and the other Great Lakes. It is also the main passage
for yachtsmen arriving from the west and Lake Michigan. Added to all this
activity are the frequent ferries crossing the passage from the Michigan mainland
to Drummond Island.
The masthead light was mistaken for a
star.

The Detour Passage entrance light, a high lighthouse mounted on a huge
concrete base, is located in Lake Huron to the south of the passage. This mark
is targeted by every Lake Superior bound vessel approaching from the west,
south or east, or southbound vessel returning from Lake Superior. Along the
north shore of Lake Huron leading to the entrance light are extensive shoals
extending into the lake from the Michigan mainland. The challenge in cruising to
Detour Passage from the Cheneaux islands was to stay far enough to the south
to avoid those shoals, but close enough to shore to stay clear of the freighter
lanes.
On Monday morning, bright, calm and clear, we headed out of the Cheneaux
Islands towards Detour Passage, a trip of only about twenty miles. Another
sailing yacht, leaving a few minutes later than we had, passed us as we entered
the open waters of the lake. Although we could clearly see the blue sky above,
visibility ahead seemed obstructed by what appeared to be morning haze. It
wasn’t until we saw how quickly the other yacht disappeared in that “haze”, that
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we realized how little visibility we had, and that what had been “haze” had
become dense fog.
Traveling surrounded by a blanket of fog requires intense concentration. In this
day of high speed travel, a sailboat advancing at only five or six miles an hour or
a freighter at fifteen miles per hour seems slow. However, at five miles an hour,
a mile is traversed in twelve minutes and the length of a hundred yard football
field in forty seconds. Visibility was
significantly less than a hundred yards.
As we progressed, we sounded our air
horn every minute, questioning whether
we would hear the horn from an
approaching vessel, particularly with
our engine running.
In fog, there is nothing to give
perspective beyond the boat itself and
the small wake of the boat breaking
otherwise still water and disappearing
into nothingness. There are no land
Entering the fog on Lake Huron off the
sightings, no marks or other vessels.
Cheneaux Islands.
The fog, combined with imagination,
creates shapes and figures, occasionally appearing as dangerous objects
moving toward or away from the boat. Being nothing more than fog clouds, they
ultimately disappear as quietly and mysteriously as they appeared, followed in
time by a new apparition.
Fog clouds can also mistakenly appear stationary, leading a skipper to steer
towards a point that appears to be fixed, only to find out later that the focus had
been on a fog cloud and the course steered had been ever so slowly altered a
critical few degrees. Not knowing how long the boat had been headed off
course, it becomes difficult to find out how much off a rhumbline the boat had
deviated. Although with the assistance of the GPS the deviation could be plotted
on a chart, under conditions of thick fog that distraction from concentrating on
what might lie just ahead could be the more dangerous alternative. Of course,
an automatic helm, which Solsken did not have, would eliminate much of this
potential for error, converting what otherwise was an art into a technical certainty.
But relying on instruments also has uncertainties. The compass bearing to the
entrance light and the GPS bearings did not confirm one another. The compass
indicated we should head further north to reach the entrance light. The GPS
pointed towards a more southerly direction. Following the compass could lead
us on to rocks, while following the GPS could take Solsken into the shipping
channels. Assuming the GPS bearings for the entrance light were correct, there
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would be no real dilemma as to the proper instrument to follow, but the nagging
question, relying solely on the GPS, was whether the GPS coordinates for the
entrance light were correct. Most maps and indexes, including the Light List
published by the U.S. Coast Guard, disclaim accuracy of and responsibility for
the coordinates provided. The Light List, the recognized authority for navigation
aids, which we referenced for our settings, asserts, “Latitude and longitude
[provided in the Light List] is approximate and intended only to facilitate locating
the [navigational] aid on the chart” [underline added].
Hour after hour Solsken advanced towards our objective, the Detour Passage
light. Our eyes were attentively focused on what we might or might not be seeing
ahead, with frequent glances at the depth finder. The tension and intense
concentration sapped our energies.
As these shapes evolved and disappeared
in succession, Jill, alarmed, suddenly alerted
me to something different, very large,
gathering substance, coalescing out of the
fog, dead ahead. Quickly concluding it must
be a freighter, based on its size, I swerved
Solsken shoreward towards shallower water.
Even in the turn, the image kept getting
higher and higher, extending far overhead.
When the superstructure came into full view,
we recognized that it was the Detour
The Detour Passage entrance light
Passage lighthouse that we had missed by
as seen on the return leg.
no more than twenty-five yards. We were
too much on course, not hearing the foghorn for who knows the reason. Perhaps
it was muted by the fog, aimed above us, pointed more southerly towards the
lake, or masked by the noise of our motor.
As we changed course, rounding the light and, in pea soup fog, heading north
towards the harbor in DeTour Village, we could now hear freighter horns, one in
particular being out of sight, behind us and to starboard. Being now close to the
shoreline, staying in the twenty to twenty-five foot depth contour, too shallow for
the freighters, we knew we were safe from a freighter collision.
I started having fun with the foghorn. After hearing the bass “BAAAAGH” of the
freighter horn, we would respond with our shrill, but loud, air-horn-in-a-can
“AYEEEEEEEH”. The freighter would immediately respond, and back and forth
we would communicate until the freighter passed.
Continuing along the shore of Frying Pan Island, we had no idea of the precise
course we should follow for the short distance to the harbor after we were out of
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sight of the island. There was nothing to look at but fog, and the GPS
coordinates for the harbor provided by various navigational aids were
inconsistent. In the confined waters we were in, there was no room for error. Of
additional concern were the ferries plying perpendicular to our course of travel.
Radioing the DeTour Village harbormaster for the proper coordinates, it was
disquieting to hear that she didn’t know them. But, asking us to wait a few
moments, she obtained the coordinates, and within a few minutes we were in the
harbor, just as the fog lifted and the day became what we had anticipated when
we had left the Cheneaux that morning.
It was now Jill’s second day out, and she had not yet experienced the calm,
relaxed, pleasurable days of cruising, descriptions of which I had used to entice
her into joining me. The second day on the water was finished, and she was only
too pleased to be in harbor for the night. A walk around town and a bit of leg
stretching were in order before dinner and calling it a day.

The inner harbor of Harbor Island is a
favorite enroute stopover.

Late the next morning, we motored
north into Potagannissing Bay. This
large bay, the northern half of which is
in Canada, is, by itself, a cruising
paradise. Harbor Island, one of the
larger islands in the Bay, with its harbor
in the middle, is primitive and protected
from development. After lunching
there, we continued northwest a short
distance to Burnt Island to join one of
Jill’s vacationing, long-time friends for
the night, off the sailboat.

As I was walking around the island,
and while Jill was socially engaged with her friend inside the cabin, we tried to
stay in contact using our new “short range” walkie-talkies so I could be called
when dinner was ready. We learned how short “short range” is. When I finally
returned within transmission range, I could hear Jill’s voice, expressing a sense
of urgency, urging me to hurry back to the boat. A mink had been seen
traversing Solsken’s dock lines and entering the cabin. She didn’t know whether
the mink had left. Jill and her friend, afraid to go aboard for fear of being
attacked by the mink, wanted me to face the hazards of finding out if it remained
onboard Solsken. Jill now had the perfect reason to jump ship if I were to find
the mink still on board or didn’t check it out.
Getting on board Solsken was no small challenge. Because of the low water, we
were moored in shallow water angled out, secured with a multiplicity of lines and
a stern anchor to hold our position. Crawling over various obstacles to arrive at
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the boat required substantial agility – a feature that age and food had deleted
from my list of attributes. The biggest danger was getting to the boat, not the
mink, mouse, squirrel or whatever it was. Although my conclusion was that the
mink had departed, I suspect that while moving over, around, and under lines,
suspended by one foot and a handhold, if the mink had appeared, I might have
been sufficiently surprised to have exited into the water.
Crossing the Border to Blind River
The North Channel generally describes a body of water extending from St.
Joseph’s Island to the west, which marks the entrance to the St. Mary’s River
leading to Lake Superior, to Georgian Bay on the east. This body of water is
about fifteen miles wide from north to south, and somewhat over one hundred
miles long. For several centuries it had been one of the world’s most important
waterways, forming the link from the Atlantic Ocean ports to the riches of the
interior North American Continent, the west coast, and the arctic. It was a more
important waterway than the Mississippi, and in today’ s world comparable to the
Bosphorus. Today it is quiet, Canadian, wild and protected. As with other fabled
waterways, stories abound about events, people, towns, islands, and shipwrecks.
Potagannissing Bay is at the western end of the Channel. Even before the war
of 1812, and for several years following the subsequent peace treaty, it continued
to be the nexus for boundary disputes. When, in the war of 1812, the British
captured Mackinac Island from the United States, they gained control of an area
including much of the northern and western United States. When Mackinac was
subsequently ceded to the United States by treaty ending that war, the British
government was confined to the current western Canadian provinces, and
American interests to access Lake Superior were protected. To the east,
however, the entire North Channel and Georgian Bay remained British.
Early the next morning we departed our friend on Burnt Island and crossed into
Canada, pulling into Milford Haven, on St Joseph’s Island for a quick breakfast
before continuing on. Milford haven is a long, remote, totally protected cove,
almost like a fjord, splitting a pronounced peninsula into two prominent points.
On the north side of the cove there is a large stone crib, with the remains of a
stone crib dock, one of the few remaining vestiges of a town that no longer
exists.
The nineteenth century town of Milford Haven was unsuccessfully promoted by a
Welsh speculator, a Major William Rains. After the French British wars, he
married in England, and retired, moving to Canada with his wife and her sister to
this cove. In a rather unusual relationship, he had five children by his wife and
four children by her sister. In the wilderness you do what you have to do.
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Canadian places are particularly attractive because, in some way, Canada has
avoided the building of outrageously large, arrogant “statement homes” with their
out-of-place, golf course lawns that litter American shorelines and are
outrageously inconsistent with the natural shoreline. Rather, Canadian summer
homes are smaller, generally blending more with the environment, often hidden,
surrounded by native forest.
No longer in open waters, we need not fear the overwhelming seas of the big
lake. But, on the other hand, we could not seek open water in the event of poor
visibility or thunderstorms. The islands that abounded around us were protection
from storms and high winds, but if caught in the open, those same islands could
become hazards. This was an area where nighttime sailing was generally
avoided.
After a quick breakfast, we headed out in calm seas, under our “iron jib”, the
Yamaha motor, towards wherever we were by late afternoon. More time would
have been spent poking around in this area but we needed to put some distance
behind us. We passed enticing islands such as O’Donnell Island, Beef Island,
Wallace Island, to mention just a few, each of them calling to us to drop our hook
and spend a few moments for a swim, or a snack.
The weather report that morning reported serious storms over eastern Lake
Superior and Whitefish Bay, both to the north and west, and to the south in
northern Lake Huron. But the prognosis for the North Channel was benign, as if
the Channel was an area of clear weather between two westward moving storm
systems. Weather reports were now reported by the Canadian government,
through Environment Canada rather that NOAA of the United States
Government, and were much more comprehensive and accurate than the
American reports.
We journeyed east passing the last of the group of offshore islands, North Seine
Island, into the more open waters of the North Channel. We had traveled an
hour when storm warnings for the western end of the North Channel were
broadcast. The two weather fronts north and south of us appeared to be
merging. There was no safe alternative but to turn back staying in the protection
of Milford Haven for the night. It did rain, although the storm was not as severe
as forecast. We could have readily handled it even with my reluctant crew,
assuming, irrationally, it was not worse in the open water than evidenced in the
protection of our cove.
Ten days had now passed since Jill had joined me in St. Ignace, and we had
traveled less than fifty miles. In four days we were scheduled to arrive in Little
Current, over a hundred miles away, to go for a day sail with some friends we
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were meeting the following day. We had to make tracks, bypassing some
intriguing anchorages en route.
The next morning we departed early under motor power, with the specific
destination of Blind River, about forty-five miles to the east. As the morning
advanced, the wind freshened enough so that we could start sailing. Passing the
East and West Grant Islands, where we could have pulled in for a break, we
continued on, knowing that we were in for a long day on the water.
The wind was perfect and Solsken was flying. We were now having our first
introduction to the west winds that seemingly arise every afternoon on the North
Channel. By late afternoon, the waves were building astern, and, thinking back,
perhaps we should have dropped some sail. But on we went with a full main and
the 100% genoa, extended out by a whisker pole, cruising the north shore in less
than twenty feet of water, a mile or less offshore to minimize the size of the
waves. It was an exciting sail, roaring along at speeds of over seven and a half
miles per hour, with six footers growling behind us. As we approached Blind
River, I had the challenge of taking down the whisker pole and dropping the
foresail to make the course change into the harbor. Since we had been heading
downwind, I had not realized the intensity of the wind until we turned around and
headed directly into it. It was blowing hard.
There is a detailed chart of Blind River harbor that I don’t recall having used. A
patch on the area chart we were using, No. 2259 shows, in small type, “see chart
2268”. We had the more detailed chart 2268, which has six “plans” or local area
charts, one of which is Blind River. I don’t now recall whether we just didn’t see
the line of type, and am confident we didn’t see many of the buoys marked on
that detailed chart. It is likely they are no longer set, which may have been the
reason I didn’t rely upon it. The Great Lakes Cruising Club report assumes an
entrance to the harbor more from the south, not close to the shore from the west.
As their harbor report says “The buoys at this point can be confusing as one
channel leads northeastward to the old government dock while another leads
northwestward to the marina.” Red buoys are used for the channel. Adding to
the confusion, low lying Suzanne Island in the middle of the bay is surrounded by
shoals also marked by a red buoy.
Passing Comb Point, Blind River and its towers to the north came into view.
However, partly blinded by the bright sun low on the horizon, there was no way to
tell what direction to head to reach the harbor channel entrance. Then we saw
the red can in the distance, which we took to be the channel entrance. But,
instead, the can marked the Suzanne Island shoals and Solsken was heading
right for them. Alerted by the froth of the breakers, we turned sharply due west
toughing it out heading directly into the wind and seas, slowly gaining the
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protection of Comb Point at the western end of the Blind River bay. We poked
our way north across Dorothy Inlet into the marina.
Another yachtsman moored in the harbor, watching us douse sails and come in,
complimented me on the job done, a much appreciated compliment after a tough
day. Jill was all too pleased to be off the water and be treated to a fish dinner in
town, a dinner remarkable for how bad it was.
The Canadian Shield to Spanish
The change in the landforms heading east from Blind River is significant. To the
west and south, including the area we had just passed through, the landmasses
are flat, having a limestone foundation. Changes in water depths are generally
gradual, with layers of “shelves” extending from shore. Islands, too, are flat and
have limestone rock ledge-like shorelines. East of Blind River, however, the
Canadian Shield, the hard granite rock that forms the earth’s crust and is only
exposed in a few countries in the world, forms the north shore, the islands and
the La Cloche Mountains. Boats can pull up right alongside rock outcroppings.
In mid-channel, in apparently deep water, a rock, seemingly coming out of
nowhere, can be laying in wait only a few feet below the surface of the water.
The Shield area is hilly, but, because dense vegetation is not able to grow on the
rocks, the limited undergrowth makes for superb hiking and shore excursions.
In a summer that was not so dry, it would be common for a boater to go ashore
and build a campfire in the evening, since the land, largely public and native
lands, is maintained in a primitive condition. However, in the summer of 2001,
the land was so dry that no shore fires were permitted. In mid-August, because
of the drought, the grass and leaves had
turned brown and the blueberries, normally
found in proliferation throughout this area,
were not to be found.
The next morning we headed further east
under fair skies. We now had only fifteen
miles of open water before we entered
several of the rock lined “channels”,
protected waters with myriad spots to
linger.
The summer was so dry that even in
early August leaves had turned brown.
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Our lunch stop was Long Point Cove,
just eleven miles away. To enter this
cove, with its high surrounding
climbing hills, we made an educated
guess as to which rocks we needed
to squeeze between, because closely
spaced rock outcrops from a distance
can all look alike. Long Point Cove is
a jewel, a small, totally protected
cove that had been recommended by
a friend as her favorite spot, and the
acclaim was deserved. Several
Long Point Cove showing the approach from
hours were spent relaxing, swimming,
the west.
hiking and meeting people who
professed that this was also their
favorite anchorage, and that they were spending several days there doing
nothing in particular.
We really didn’t want to leave. But for our need to visit other areas, we would
have stayed. But this story seemed to be true wherever we went. Each of these
coves we were to visit was different and each of them was a charmer. But for the
anticipation of another “best” there was no reason to leave.
Weighing anchor, we headed further east and south into Whalesback Channel.
Our selected layover spot for the night was John Harbor, a notch between John
and Dewdney Islands. We went deep into the cove, dropping our hook on the
south side of the cove, ideally situated to watch the sun settle over the trees to
the west.

John Harbor anchorage where we had the
pleasure of hearing Ojibwa singing at night
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Another sailboat was anchored
nearby, and as night fell, we could
hear a lovely voice singing inside its
cabin. Neither Jill nor I could
recognize the language, but we
both remarked how much we
enjoyed hearing it and how beautiful
the songs were. The next morning,
introducing ourselves, the lady that
had been singing those songs
informed us that she was a native
Ojibwa, and each night she sang to
her husband tribal songs entrusted
to her by her grandmother so they
would not be lost.
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Towards mid-morning, the husband
asked if we had seen the big power
cruiser that had crashed the day
before into a submerged rock not
far from where we were anchored.
We had not seen it because of our
late arrival, we commented, and he
continued, pointing out that the boat
had been coming down the
channel, just like a distant yacht he
pointed out to us was doing at that
Time for luncheon and hiking in Moiles Harbor.
very moment. The fifty foot plus
motor yacht we were watching continued towards us at good speed, although we
didn’t take any particular notice believing that the skipper, who was proceeding
too fast if he didn’t know the channel, would know about the submerged rock.
That was not to be. Crash! The forward half of the white yacht rose high and dry
on top of the rock. The skipper came out, viewed the scene, and quickly put on
his snorkeling gear to go under the boat to survey the damage. We climbed into
our dingy to see if we could help, but instead were entertained by what was
transpiring. While he was under water and out of earshot, his wife, at the stern
rail, was expounding on the stupidity of her husband. She angrily told us she had
told him about the rock, which was marked on the chart. Arrogantly ignoring her,
he had gone below to radio chat with one of his friends in the area, and that was
what he was doing when the boat went high and dry. As long as he was
snorkeling under the boat, she continued to rant, sparing no kind words.
For the first time, perhaps, I mused, Jill might be feeling a bit more comfortable
about her skipper, but then I also wondered what she would express if we went
hard aground. The motor yacht was all right with no apparent substantive
damage. The skipper, not the least
contrite, powered off, and continued
on his way at high speed.

The remains of the docks at Moilles Harbor.
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We parted our anchorage, reversing
our passage and heading back into
the Whalesback Channel and east
to Moiles Harbor on the opposite
side of John Island. At one time
this had been a major lumbering
port, and the ruins of the extensive
docks were prominent. There was
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plenty of time to explore what might almost be called a ghost town, imagining
days gone by when the is area was heavily timbered, the huge trees being cut to
build cities to the south; days when square sail and steam vessels plied these
waters and docked among the extensive labyrinth of aged wood pilings marking
today where docks used to stand.
After a pleasant afternoon soaking up the sun, we continued on our way towards
our evening destination of the town of Spanish on the north shore, regretting that
we had to pass by so many wonderful nooks along the length of the Whalesback
Channel.
We had heard on the grapevine that the channel to Spanish and the marina
marked on the charts had silted in and an alternate route, not marked on the
charts, was being used to reach the marina. But, we had heard these rumors
contradicted, and that Solsken, drawing less than four feet, might be able to
make it. As we coasted along the north shore, with the sun getting lower on the
horizon, we could not locate the channel entrance marks, and it was becoming
clear that the water was reaching marginal depths. Fortunately, Jill spied a small
white, unofficial-looking sign, just a few inches above the water. Approaching
closer, the sign advised us that the channel was closed due to silting. Radioing
the marina, we found out that the temporary channel was to the south, and were
advised of the detour around Frenchman Island. Wondering if we could slip
through the regular channel because we didn’t draw much water, we were further
advised that there was less than two feet of water in the old channel, and several
times a week they tow boats off.
So we changed direction, going a full hour off of our intended course, and as the
sun was setting, pulled into the marina, one of only a half dozen boats that were
in harbor. The Spanish marina
was one of the most elaborate
and well developed marinas
we visited in Canada, ideally
located, and noteworthy
particularly because it was
largely vacant. It is located
where a major river, the
Spanish River, discharges into
the North Channel. The
channel was supposed to be
dredged in the coming fall, but
Sunset at the marina at Spanish without many boats.
sample borings showed that
the silt was contaminated with
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mercury from mills that had operated upstream in days gone by. The
environmental problems, they still hoped, would be resolved, and the channel
would be dredged before the 2002 season.
We needed supplies in Spanish. Having arrived late Saturday evening, the
person on duty at the harbor suggested we wait to do our shopping until the next
day when the harbormaster could help us. We had not had ice for several days
because both in Spanish and Blind River the supplier, who they cursed, had not
made deliveries. Ice is critical for cruising not only because it preserves food and
meat, but also to keep the beer cold.
Sunday morning the harbormaster drove us into town for our supplies. He knew
the grocery store would not be open but figured he could occasion the owner to
open it for us, since he knew the owner was there on Sunday morning doing his
books. Where else would that happen but in a small town? But the owner
declined to open for us even though he was at the store. We did go to a gas
station and purchased a few blocks of ice for our boat and for the marina.
Our time driving around town with the harbormaster was passed talking about the
marina. The conversation meandered into discussions about the now closed
Catholic Indian schools and old Spanish. One of the harbormaster’s farewell
comments when we departed was particularly memorable: “One of the bad parts
of this job as harbormaster is that I meet so many wonderful people and it is sad
to see them leave.”
Subsequently, one acquaintance, who appeared knowledgeable, commented
boat cruising in the North Channel was down 50% from the prior year, possibly
because of the high price of gasoline, but then it could be the economy or the low
water levels. They all impact Spanish.
The Cruise to Little Current
Spanish is at the eastern end of the
Whalesback Channel. To go to the
next channel, the McBean Channel,
we passed through Little Detroit, a
well known, narrow passage with a
right angle bend, perhaps one
hundred feet wide. Four miles
The Little Detroit Passage
beyond we entered Oak Bay, an
area with several small coves
suitable for swimming and snacking. Now only twenty-one miles from Little
Current, we had the time to tuck in at various places. The push was over.
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Lilies in Perch Lake

We cruised into the northern end of Oak
Harbor, and I took the dinghy with the 1.25 hp
motor into Perch Lake, a reedy, but pretty little
lake surrounded by hills. The water lilies were
in bloom, and an abundance of birds serenaded
me and flitted around the wetlands. I couldn’t
have been further from humanity, or so it
appeared. After lunch, Solsken poked in
around the corner to another bay, Leroy
Harbour, for a mid-afternoon snack, swim and,
with our newly acquired ice, cold beer. The day
was still early and the distances short, so again,
weighing anchor, we continued down the
McBean Channel to Dead End Bay, a spot that
looked inviting on the map, but, to our surprise,
with a shore lined with summer homes, turned
out to be less than appealing. Yes, even in the
North Channel, there are spots, though not
many, that fail to measure up.

The afternoon now getting late, we retraced our path a bit and headed south for
our intended overnight anchorage in Fox Harbour, on Fox Island. I had received
reports that this was one of the outstandingly beautiful harbors in the area, and
didn’t want to pass it up. The challenge, we found, was entering the harbor in
low water.
We cruised southwest along the shore of Fox Island looking for the end of the
island marking the harbor entrance channel. To go even a half dozen yards too
far south beyond that bald rocky point is to enter an underwater rock garden.
Uncertain whether we had gone too far south or not far enough south, we
rounded what we had decided was rock marking the end of the island signaling
the channel entrance, but, instead, found ourselves trapped inside the rock
garden. With the late afternoon light at a low angle, light was more reflected from
the water surface than from the bottom, making it difficult, or, as it turned out,
impossible to pick out a path.
Soon we were in five feet of water, then four, and finally the inevitable bump,
bump, bump – aground. An onshore wind seemed to be freshening (the
inevitable afternoon west wind). Jill went forward to search for a passage out,
and couldn’t find one. Under full reverse motor power, Solsken broke loose from
the rocks on which it was perched and I retraced our entrance path in. We
concluded we had gone too far south, beyond the rock point marking the end of
the island. We headed back to make another pass. Failing to find the passage
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this second time, Jill was making known her displeasure and fear. There is an
adage in the North Channel that if you haven’t gone aground, you haven’t cruised
the North Channel. In visiting the out-of-the-way places, it is likely that, sooner or
later, a boat will hit bottom. However, to touch bottom as we had done, and be
smashed or sunk are different maladies. With this in mind, I, too, was becoming
concerned that with a freshening wind, and waves beginning to roll in,
accompanied by the evening hours, another attempt was not a good gamble.
We turned, heading west a few miles into Eagle Harbor, an anchorage open to
the east and looking directly at Fox Island.
The moon was full
that night, with
moonbeams dancing
in the water. The
evening breeze died.
We had one of the
most gorgeous
evenings imaginable, I
think even Jill enjoyed
it, although the joy
may have been one of
relief that we had
abandoned our efforts
to enter Fox Harbor.
There is no way to
describe the euphoria
Eagle Harbor at sunset, looking towards Fox Island.
on a boat that
accompanies an exciting day, a tiring day, when, after cocktails and dinner, the
approaching night is quiet and idyllic. Imagine the best circumstance you can
imagine, and it is better.
It is indeed unfortunate, however, that the big cruisers, both sail and motor, feel
compelled to run their motors from dusk until closed up for the night. While
crews are below watching TV, missing the real night life, isolated in the comfort
of their “caves” from the beauty of the evening, the night and stars, every other
boater that is out enjoying the evening must listen to the motor generators of
those boaters sequestered in their protective cocoons. There ought to be a law –
no motors after 7 PM while a boat is at anchor. It is reminiscent of people that
smoked, not recognizing how unpleasant it was for those that did not smoke.
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The distance to Little Current was now
short, but we would be spending time in
the most popular spot in the North
Channel, the Benjamin Island Group of
islands. This is a geologically significant
mass of rock, noticeably different from
surrounding land formations.
The next morning we cruised into South
Benjamin Harbor for a relaxing day. I
took the dingy ashore and climbed over
the
hills to look to the east, and Benjamin
The other side of the hill looking into
Bay, an alternate anchorage. The sight
Benjamin Bay.
was like a local Coney Island. There
were boats and boats and boats with inflatables running around and people
sunning themselves on the rocks. Turning back, I went out of my way to a pretty
cove ideal for a quiet swim among gorgeous, polished rocks, drying off with the
heat of the mid-day sun. Such places and experiences, alone with the sun,
waves, islands and hills all around, are so inexplicably personal, just a moment in
time, but never forgotten.
When we had pulled into South Benjamin, the only other boat was the Pilgrim, a
seventy-five foot, gorgeous, steel hulled, 1940ish Berger motor yacht that had
been magnificently restored. It had the sharp lines of a classic; long and sleek
with a low superstructure, in sharp contrast to the top heavy, plastic powerboats
built today. Later we were confronted
by a large power boater dropping
anchor next to us without regard to
the swings our respective yachts
made around their anchors. He
apparently thought he was bigger,
and might making right, would force
us to leave, which is precisely what
we did, heading over to Croker Island
for the night. Although most boaters
are very considerate, and that seems
to be particularly true among cruising
sailors, not everyone is.
The anchorage on South Benjamin couldn’t be
more pleasant, with the right neighbors.

Arriving at Croker in the late
afternoon, we found the main anchorage in this beautiful harbor full – plenty of
motors that would be running that evening. Moving around a protective island, in
shallow water that larger yachts would not have been able to get into, we spent
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an evening oblivious to all the
activity that was taking place on the
other side of our cove. I climbed
the high hills that ringed the island –
away from everyone. It was truly
remarkable that with all the boats
anchored offshore, no one else was
to be seen until I returned to the
anchorage.
The next morning it was foggy and
raining. When tucked away in a
quiet harbor, the rainy days are as
A foggy and raining morning in Croker Island
pleasant as the bright sunny days.
harbor with nothing to do but relax, read, and
They become a welcome change
have a coffee social.
and time passes quickly. Around
noon, with the fog appearing
to break, we were the first to leave the harbor, heading for Little Current, just
sixteen miles distant.
We passed on the south side of Amedroz Island, past the Middleton Island
shoals, and dropped a hook for a lunch break and swimming in Middleton Cove,
alone, in sharp contrast to the crowds the previous day. In mid-afternoon we
headed east in a freshening wind to clear Bears Back island and the shoals that
are to the north of it, and turned downwind past Bedford island towards the
channel into Little Current.
On the southeast side of Bedford Island lies the Straubenzee Reef, a large,
dangerous reef that extends far southwest off the southwest tip of Bedford Island.
With the rising wind, we could not see the can marking the southwestern most tip
of the reef, but we could see the waves breaking on the shoals nearby. We
continued past where the marker buoy should have been before heading due
east to Little Current. Suddenly the depth finder started registering
inappropriately little depth for where we had thought we were. We had, in fact,
traversed too far south and were approaching the area of James Foote Patch,
right out in the middle of the channel. After a very short deliberation as to
whether we were too close to Bedford Island and Straubenzee Reef, or too far
south, I opted for the latter, heading sharply north, and to my relief, the depth
started increasing almost immediately.
We coasted along the south shore of Bedford Island, the Rous Islands and into
Little Current late in the afternoon, staying at Spider Marina at the west end of
town.
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Around Little Current
Little Current is a special place. The town is on a long channel on the south side
of Great La Cloche Island through which waters from the North Channel flow into
Lake Huron and Georgian Bay. The town itself, near the northeastern end of
Manitoulin Island, is the provisioning center for yachts traveling both east and
west between these bodies of water. The road from the Trans-Canada highway
that serves Manitoulin Island crosses at Little Current, as do the freight trains
using the same bridge. In other words, everyone traveling to or from Manitoulin
Island by automobile or train, or by boat traveling the length of the North
Channel, passes through this little town.
It was time to dine out, have some beer, buy groceries, visit the liquor control
board to replenish our supply of spirits, try to contact my prospective crew about
joining me for the sail down Lake Michigan after Jill left in two weeks. We called
our friends that we were to meet in Little Current to inform them we had arrived
on schedule and would look forward to seeing them the first thing the next
morning. Much had to be accomplished, and when the day was over, we should
have both been ready for a quiet night’s sleep. What I missed, however, were
the dark, star filled nights, the darkness being overwhelmed by the bright lights of
the marina. After Jill had called it a day, I walked around, meeting an interesting
individual who had served his entire life on the U.S. border patrol and couldn’t
wait to retire. A good cigar does help you meet people of the male persuasion to
share yarns.
For the past week I had been pondering where we should take a day trip with our
friends, recognizing that, for a single day, distances must be minimized, and the
pleasures of swimming, talking, eating and generally relaxing are to be
maximized. My selection was Bell Cove, a location I had never visited, a couple
hours distant on the north shore of Great La Cloche Island.
The trip north to Bell Cove was uneventful except that I was concerned about the
weather. Something was different in the air, in the sky. The mountains to the
north blocked my view of the weather coming from the north and northwest. We
had a delightful morning in the cove, swimming and doing whatever anybody felt
was appropriate. It was a gorgeous, relaxing day.
I continued to watch the weather. Shortly after noon, the weather report changed
and the forecast changed to stormy weather. My suspicions were confirmed.
We put our toys and food away, weighed anchor and headed back to Little
Current. Our guests were not in a position to stay overnight in Bell Cove and
wait out a storm for a day or two.
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As we progressed south through the Wabuno Channel back to Little Current, the
weather deteriorated. I could tell it was a race against time. We arrived at
Spider Marina in Little Current moments before the first rain started falling. The
storm never really became violent but apparently, on the open water, the
conditions were worse. We heard radio signals from a sailor that pulled into a
little cove, waiting for a companion yacht to arrive. You could tell from their
conversation she was very glad to get into protection from the storm and have
her evening cocktail. Our friends departed for home, possibly not appreciating
how concerned I had been.
To Killarney and Georgian Bay
The next week would be true cruising, with no particular schedule other than to
be back in Little Current by the 15th of August. If there was ever a time to just
relax and enjoy the surroundings, taking the weather as it came, this was the
week. When the trip had been planned, a week seemed to be a reasonable
amount of time for this small area. But the area is so wondrous, I don’t know if
there ever could be enough time. A few places were particularly tagged for our
visit. At the top of the list was eastern and northern McGregor Bay, a large, rock
studded bay at the foot of the La Cloche Mountains. When I had visited this area
over thirty years ago, it was uncharted, marked on the available chart only as
“McGregor Bay” surrounded by a large white area, as “Terra Incognita” was
marked on maps centuries ago. I remembered seeing a proliferation of rocks in
every direction when I had tucked in for a few moments before turning around.
Now, just recently, the bay, with its extensive arms and channels, had been
charted, and I was anxious to go where I dared not go previously. Likewise, on
my previous visit, I had tucked into Baie Fine, but did not have time to travel its
length, which I had always regretted. The far end, called the “Pond”, a small pool
with an idyllic anchorage, was on the list. I remembered Killarney as a fun place,
and being the most easterly of projected destinations, it, too, was included in the
itinerary.
This week was the “pearl” of the trip, the end that the means must justify. If Jill
were to enjoy any part of our cruise, it would have to be at least in this area. The
distances were not great from one beautiful anchorage to another, an hour or two
under way being generally all that was required to go before dropping the hook.
The water was warm, clear, and protected. Each anchorage was uniquely
picturesque and remote.
Days cruising were each different because the surroundings varied so much.
Generally, the sun would wake us up early and we would have a leisurely
breakfast, while listening to the weather report and making plans for the day. I
would take the dinghy and either row around the area where we were moored, or
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go for a hike to some place that
looked interesting. Late morning
came quickly. After a swim, we
would head out for the next
anchorage where we would have
lunch, occasionally a nap, we would
continue on to our anchorage for the
evening. Once the anchor was set,
we put up our sunshade, also known
as a rain cover, the name depending
on whether you were an optimist or
Nothing is quite so good as French toast and
a pessimist, to cover the cockpit
bacon to compliment a beautiful morning.
using the boom as the central
support. If all went as planned, we
would have time for a cocktail and, perhaps meet people on another yacht
anchored in the same cove. I might take the dinghy on an exploratory trip, and
have a swim, while Jill read. We always ate out, every night. Although Solsken
did have a cabin in which we could eat and cook, it was much more convenient,
and prettier, to put our propane stove on the cockpit seat, and cook and eat
outdoors, enveloped by our priceless surroundings. This really was paradise,
and I really don’t understand mariners that go below at sunset for dinner. Many
boaters cook inside, eat inside, have cocktails inside, watch TV (yes!) and miss
so much. Before bed, I would generally have a bit of brandy or rum, a good
cigar, if in the mood, and be cloaked in the beauties of the world around me.
Generally, Jill would be already below reading or asleep by the time I reluctantly
turned in near midnight when all was so wonderfully quiet, with the cool air and
the occasional light breeze. Absent man-made lights illuminating the horizon,
each star seemed to be twinkling to get my attention. If there were other boats in
the cove, their dim masthead lights, which are required to be kept on at night
while at anchor, were like distant stars against the dark of the northern rock
studded shoreline, which itself formed a shadow on the horizon.
It seems hard to imagine how busy the days always were, and how quickly each
passed. There was never enough time for one more little cove that looked so
inviting, the interesting spot to go swimming, the hour to read or take a nap, or
time to walk down the intriguing path. And, at the end of the day, we were both
always tired, and slept well.
After having spent the morning stocking up on supplies, we left Little Current to
catch the noon bridge opening, heading for Covered Portage Cove. On my
previous trip, I recalled it being my favorite spot, with high surrounding granite
hills. We had also heard that it had become the most popular anchorage in the
North Channel and could get so crowded inside the cove that boats had to
anchor outside.
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The wind was strong from the west; more than we would have liked. Under only
a reefed mainsail, without jib, Solsken was driving towards our destination at
almost eight miles an hour. Other boats going east that had left Little Current at
the same time we did tucked in at Heywood Island, a halfway point, while we
continued towards the Lansdowne Channel that would give us some protection
from the wind.
By mid-afternoon, the wind had
tapered off, and within the channel
itself became light and variable. It
was time to turn the motor on for the
sky was appearing ominous. We
made tracks, dropping our anchor in
Covered Portage Cove in late
afternoon, minutes before lightning lit
up the sky, and the rain poured down.
With our sunshade up covering the
cockpit, we enjoyed cocktails and a
most delightful evening, to the soft
sound of raindrops on the tarpaulin
View overlooking Covered Portage Cove with
and on the water. Later that evening,
Solsken at anchor below.
the storm moved on and the sky
cleared, leaving us time to meet other
yachtsmen. The sun went down closing out a day perfected by a brief serenade
from a bagpiper on the deck of a neighboring boat.
There were not many other boats in the cove. Contrary to what we had been
concerned about, we were now
past the conventional sailing
season. Most yachts had left a
week or more earlier to arrive
back at their homeports by midAugust. It is said, we had been
told, you should be out of the
North Channel by August 15th
because the strong west winds
and the changing weather
patterns make it difficult to travel
west. Covered Portage Cove,
because it is on the eastern end
of the North Channel, is the first
Frazier Bay looking north towards Baie Fine,
to see traffic fall as cruisers
McGregor Bay, and the La Cloche Mountains.
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head home.
The next morning was perfect for swimming. Because of the low water levels,
we could not pull up against a massive boulder lying along the shore as I had
remembered doing in earlier times, but, being a smaller boat, we still were able to
pull closer to shore than any other boat. This made it easy to go ashore and
climb up to the highest point – there always seemed to be a higher point
somewhere – to get a top view of the of the boats assembled in the cove, and
view Frazier Bay and the La Cloche Mountains to the north on the other side of
the peninsula.
By noon, we were on our way to Killarney, a wonderful summer village situated
on a narrow, natural channel leading to the open waters of Georgian Bay. Before
docking for lunch, we did continue up the channel to its outlet in Georgian Bay so
Jill could at least say she had been there. Then back to town, docking on the
south shore, George Island, for the rest of the afternoon.

A fresh fish lunch at the government wharf in
Killarney.

A festively adorned, free, water
taxi made the channel crossing
to the town in only a few
minutes. On the government
dock is an outdoor fish
restaurant, with the fishing tug
moored alongside highlighting
that the fish being served had
just been caught. Being a
government dock, they could
not sell beer, but fortuitously,
the Ontario Liquor Control
Board store was next door,
and after a brief visit to this
accommodation, we enjoyed
fresh fish and good beer in a
most festive environment.

To the Pond in Baie Fine
After our late lunch I took my proverbial half hour walk on a nature trail that
wound up taking over an hour. In our years of marriage, Jill knew that my “short
walk” always extended beyond the allotted time period. This time, however, I
was concerned about the late hour and hurried back, being
only a half hour late. We had really enjoyed Killarney and only reluctantly
headed west to Snug Harbor in the Lansdowne Channel. This is a deep, totally
protected harbor, with a tricky entrance. As we were approaching, following
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precise directions believed correct, an outgoing yacht, on the opposite side of a
Clorox bottle marker in the entrance channel, informed us that we were on the
wrong side of the channel and that there were rocks ahead on the course we
were headed. We thanked them and headed for the side they passed on. The
next morning, the better light revealed that we had been correct with our original
approach, and that the other boat had taken, and directed us to take the channel
with the rocks. Can you trust anyone these days?
The next morning, I hiked past Devils Bay Lake, a small lake that fed into Snug
Harbor, and to the north side of the peninsula on which we were situated, hoping
to get a view of Frazier Bay, and the South La Cloche Range where we were
headed next. Once there, of course, a private swim would be in order. I must
have relaxed too much because I had trouble remembering the location of the
trail into the woods to lead me back to the boat. With the help of the sun as a
directional guide, I bushwhacked
in the right direction until the
area started looking familiar, and
Devils Bay Lake again came into
view, leading me to the harbor.
About noon, we headed out in
light winds through the
Lansdowne Channel, this time in
a westerly direction, rounded the
tip of the peninsula called
Badgeley Point, and then north
a few miles across Frazier Bay
to the shoal studded entrance to
Baie Fine, an appropriate
Motoring the length of Fine looking back towards
the entrance to the bay.
French name from days gone by
meaning “narrow bay”. Because
of the high hills surrounding the bay, which extends almost ten miles in length
with a width of less than a mile, there were only brief periods when the otherwise
gusty winds were stable enough for sailing. A couple sunning themselves on a
rock alerted us, pointing out a forest fire that had just started on a hill I had hoped
to climb later. Because of the inordinately dry weather, forest fires in Ontario that
summer were numerous, and it was clear that the government was exercising
triage when it came to deciding which fires to extinguish. While we were
continuing eastwardly, we could tell that they had begun to take fires on the
Killarney Ridge of the South La Cloche Range seriously and had sent planes to
douse the fire.
At the east end of Baie Fine is a narrow twist in the path leading to a five mile
channel, not more than an eighth of a mile wide, appropriately called “The
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Narrows”. At the end of the Narrows is
another twist into the “Pool”, one of the
spectacular retreats of the North
Channel. We pulled up to a rock
outcrop along shore, tying the bow to
the shore and using an anchor astern
to hold Solsken off. This anchorage is
an entrance point for boaters to
Killarney Provincial Park, and there is
wonderful hiking - and wonderful
swimming in remote, quiet, and rock
bordered highland lakes.

The Pool at Baie Fine as seen from the hill
where I fell asleep.

That evening, I took my flashlight,
some warm clothes, and climbed a hill to gaze at the stars and hills around, while
I enjoyed a nip of brandy, and a good cigar. Afterwards, I fell asleep while
looking up at the world above, an irrational pleasure words are inadequate to
convey to someone that has never enjoyed such a delight. What was not so
delightful, however, was after I awakened and prepared to head back to Solsken
in the dark of the night, I found, while I had been sleeping, my flashlight had
fallen out of my hand and rolled somewhere. I imagined how stupid it would
sound if I injured myself threading my way over the rocks and branches on the
way down back to the boat. After searching the sleeping area on my knees using
my hands looking for it, much as to find a pair of glasses that had dropped into
the grass, I found the light and all ended well.
McGregor Bay and Dreamer’s Rock
Later than morning, we left the Pool and headed for McGregor Bay, stopping for
lunch at Marianne Cove, commonly visited by cruising sailors. We then
continued towards our overnight destination of Dreamer’s Rock, on the west side
of McGregor Bay. Its dome rises high above the relatively flat surrounding
landscape of Great La Cloche Island, Little La Cloche Island and the La Cloche
Peninsula. Dreamer’s Rock remains a First Nations’ sacred location, so named
because of the native custom for a man to spend the night at the top or the dome
and take his name based upon the dream he had while there. We met a nonnative person who related to us his own mystical experience spending an
overnight on the top.
The channel to Dreamer’s Rock is called “Boat Passage”. It is the outlet for
waters flowing around the north side of Great La Cloche Island and perhaps, in
earlier times, before the fixed bridge across the channel was built, the Boat
Passage, not the Little Current channel, may have been the main east west route
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of travel through the North Channel. Today, for boats low enough to get under
the bridge, it can still be used to navigate above Great La Cloche Island.
We were headed here not only to visit Dreamer’s Rock, but because we had
been out four days, and needed supplies, in particular gas and ice, which we
understood were available a short distance beyond Dreamer’s Rock at Birch
Island Lodge. It was late afternoon as we approached the entrance to Boat
Passage. The Great Lakes Cruising Club guide warned us that this was a
particularly hazardous channel entrance. The water itself was deep enough.
The problem was that it was a twisting channel, with underwater shelves
extending out from shore, dropping vertically from the shallow water of the shelf
to the deep water of the channel. The depthfinder, directed downwards, could be
of no value to alert us to shallow water lying ahead. Coupled with the late
afternoon sun, and small waves from the afternoon breeze, there was no way to
read the channel course based on the color of the water.
Regardless, we navigated the channel at slow speed and without difficulty. So
pleased were we with our success that, having passed through it, we opened a
beer to celebrate. It was then that the Gods decided to pounce. Within moments
of the first sip, Solsken slammed hard on a rock shelf, stopping instantly, and
leaned sharply over to port. We were very hard aground, with the sun low and
night approaching.
The motor, in full reverse, did nothing except churn water. Our situation was
disquieting. I went up forward, with the engine in full reverse, and with my more
than desirable weight, holding on to the sidestays, leaned as far out to port as
possible to tip Solsken further to port. Then, rocking the boat, Solsken started
moving slowly backwards. Suddenly It was off the shelf as quickly as it had
become lodged and now the challenge was to stop the accelerating backward
motion before it hit another shelf, but in reverse, for that would damage the
rudder, and possibly even the propeller. For those that question the advantages
of a smaller boat, that maneuver would have been much trickier, and possibly not
successful, in a larger, heavier craft.
The beer still tasted good. We blamed our encounter on the charts, and took our
time easing into a narrow cove, called “Sunshine Alley” just to the north of
Dreamer’s Rock to spend the night, alone, in the shadow of this prominent,
magical dome. It was clear that the flat, lightly wooded area on the side of the
estuary opposite Dreamer’s Rock was also used for native ceremonial purposes.
We didn’t know what to expect that night that would be mystical, other than deep
sleep.
The next morning, we took the dingy to the far end of the estuary, visiting the
main ceremonial grounds and began our climb up Dreamer’s Rock. Whereas, in
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our society, the area would have been posted with signs saying “Photographs
Prohibited under Penalty of Law” or something to that effect, or surrounded with
“No Trespassing” signs, the natives had signs explaining that these grounds
were hallowed, and requesting politely, out of respect for their customs, that
photographs not be taken. It was a refreshing change from our society’s reliance
on the law, with all its recognized inadequacies, to rely on a belief in the general
goodness of people, while still tolerating and ignoring those who fail to respect
the wishes of others that rationalize their transgressions and lack of self
discipline.
The hike to the top was enhanced by the beauty of the morning. The woods
were as pretty as they come, with hardwood and pine virgin forest. From the top,
there was nothing higher around us. Everywhere we had been sailing, looking
north, east or west could be made out. The temptation to take pictures was
strong. “Just one, maybe”, or “Who will know the difference”. But, what is the
honor system all about, or is that code of goodness something that our society
has snuffed out in the name of “progress”?
Later that morning we headed to The Birch Island Lodge for supplies. There was
a significant current opposing us up the Boat Passage channel approaching the
appropriately named Swift Current channel. Recognizing that the charts were
inadequate, coupled with our experience the previous day, our concentration was
very intense as we progressed toward out destination, consuming more of our
already inadequate supply of fuel. We could probably have landed on the docks
downstream and avoided the hazardous channel, but our Cruising Club guide
erroneously warned us against doing so because of shallow water and rocks.
Instead, it was the upriver side where the docks were unusable.
We did drop a hook in a small cove and I rowed ashore. There was little activity
about this lodge, magnificently perched on rocks in mid-channel. Finding the
hostess, she invited me in, explaining
that they would give me some ice if I
really needed it but could only sell gas to
guests because of limitations on their
license. We either had to go back to
Killarney or to Little Current, the only two
gas spots in the area.

The Little Current Lighthouse is a unique
landmark for travelers from the east.
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Back to Little Current we went for the
afternoon, sailing and motoring.
Recognizing that if we passed through
the Little Current swing bridge we would
be subject to its scheduled once-an-hour
opening, we tried and failed to find a
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place to refuel east of the bridge. There was no alternative but to go through at
the three o’clock bridge opening. The current against us made it easy to wait by
simply pointing the bow of the boat towards the bridge, putting the motor at midthrottle, the combination of the motor and the opposing current holding Solsken
right in place, moving neither forwards nor backwards. In Little Current we
hastened to get everything we needed so that we could make the five o’clock
bridge opening, heading back.
Somehow, while at the Pool, I had developed a skin rash, and spots on my body
were flaming red and itching. Nothing seemed to work to alleviate the discomfort
and new spots were appearing. We went to a drug store, and the pharmacist
recommended a product, of which, to his surprise, he was out of stock. I
interpreted that as meaning that other people shared the affliction I was facing
and the local chamber of commerce was not going to let on to the problem. I
was suffering from a virulent form of swimmer’s itch. The problem, we were later
informed, was occasioned by the low water. In pockets of water that are
dependent on the flow of rivers for replenishment, such as the Pool, the water
had become stagnant because of the lack of rain. The warming, stagnant water
caused the little critters that occasion swimmer’s itch to proliferate. The locals,
we were told, swim in the open waters of the North Channel where there are
waves and water is always in motion.
East into McGregor Bay
If waiting for the bridge while going west was made easy by the opposing current,
going east, with the current, now created a problem trying to hold our position to
avoid being dashed into the bridge before the bridge swung open. A motor
failure while holding the boat upstream waiting for the bridge would have been
catastrophic. Such are a skipper’s meditations of what he would do if ….
With the typical strong afternoon westerly that blows through Little Current, we
needed only to sail for a couple hours, hitting eight miles an hour carrying only a
reefed mainsail fanned by the North Channel’s afternoon westerlies. Tucking
into Browning Cove on Heywood Island we joined several other yachts using this
delightful harbor and refuge in the middle of the area we had been cruising for
the past week. Although tempted to explore the harbor for that certain special
spot, it was getting late, and we need to eat and call it a day. To our pleasure, as
the sun set, we were again serenaded by the bagpiper we had heard in Covered
Portage Cove.
We had lost a day having to return to Little Current for supplies. Our leisurely
cruise was drawing to a close and we were being drawn into the discipline of our
trip plan. We were scheduled to pass through Little Current the next day,
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McGregor Bay is a sea of rocks with the La Cloche Mountains as a background.

homebound, headed west, and here we were heading east. Time was running
out and we still had not reached a principal objective, the more distant reaches of
McGregor Bay.
The next morning we left early, although other yachtsmen could contend we were
among the late departures. For us, we sailed according to a more relaxed
“vacation time”. Reentering McGregor Bay a few hours later, we headed east,
rather than west as we had when going to Dreamer’s Cove. It was a particularly
clear day and, unfortunately perhaps, we could, figuratively, see forever. What
we gazed on were rocks, rocks and more rocks ahead of us. And they all looked
the same. Very few of the islands in McGregor Bay are named with anything but
numbers.
As we were poking our way east, being concerned that we would somehow
meander into the wrong channel, we saw the Pilgrim, the 75 foot Berger that we
had seen at the South Benjamin Island anchorage, leaving at relatively high
speed, and, magically, taking the correct right angle turn near Andrew Island, the
island we had been looking for, and then resuming a westerly course in the
channel where we were cautiously poking forward. It certainly appeared, or at
least it would be hoped, that they were working under a GPS guided autopilot,
most likely backtracking their earlier inbound course using the backtrack feature
of a GPS.
This was still largely a primitive area. The summer homes built upon several of
the islands generally were subdued and blended with their surroundings. Bad
and ostentatious taste was uncommon in the summer homes. For many years
the McGregor Bay Association had been effective in blocking the mapping of the
area trying to avoid having it become a cruising destination. Only in 1997 was
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A portion of current Canadian Chart 2286, Georgian Bay to Clapperton Island showing Narrow Bay (now known as Baie Fine), Frazier Bay, McGregor Bay,
Great and Little Cloche islands (now known as La Cloche) and Little Current at the eastern end of the North Channel. The chart is dated 1822 and 1885.
Note that McGregor Bay dos not even have the northern shoreline defined, Baie Fine is called “Narrow Bay” and there are no roads marked, anywhere.

the first chart produced by the
Canadian government, so the
area is largely unfamiliar to those
that cruise the North Channel
regularly.
Those that do know the Bay have
undoubtedly paid their dues
finding where to go and how to get
there, and even more importantly,
where not to go. The entire area,
which is on the south side of the
La Cloche Mountains, and
bordered on the east and north by
Killarney Provincial Park, is a
The time for a swim and lunch at anchor on a
bright day off East Sampson Island, looking east.
labyrinth of interconnected
channels. There are few
circuitous navigable routes for
other than shallow draft vessels because, although the channels generally have
adequate water, each generally has a constricted, narrow passage or two where
the water is too shallow to allow passage, except at high water.
Once past the open, rock-strewn waters of McGregor Bay, Solsken continued
eastward through narrow rock lined channels. The walls of the channel are
generally high and smoothly polished, continuous granite, dropping abruptly into
the waters of the channel. It was with relief that we reached the intersection with
the channel headed north to our destination, the East and West Channels.
This area is so pretty, with many superlative anchorages, each of which lures the
tired sailor to stop. The shores are rocky, thinly wooded with old forest, and often
have high hills close by for hiking. Pulling off in a bay to the east of East
Sampson Island, we dropped our hook, had lunch, and I took the inevitable swim.
We then continued north looking for the ultimate anchorage. At the top of this
channel is a “T” intersection, with the East and West Channel to the west, and
the East Channel to the east. The channel names are remarkably generic. We
took the latter about a mile to where the channel was blocked and decided,
principally because there were a few yachts already moored there, to try the
other leg of the T.
We went a couple miles to the end of the navigable water and spent our last
evening, alone, tucked away in paradise. A long dinghy trip took me further up
the channel to a remarkable area between the north shore of East Sampson
Island and the south shore of McGregor Island into a canyon between high
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overhead cliffs. Oh, for a canoe
and several more days to venture
forth, but that was not to be.

Sunrise in McGregor Bay before heading home
was as pretty as they come.

That night I didn’t sleep well,
being concerned that a change in
the weather could sock us in for
several days, days we didn’t have
to spare. Fog, high winds or
storms would imperil any exit. We
had already had a long stretch of
fair weather, and the forecasts
were uncertain.

With sorrow at having to leave
such a gorgeous spot, we began
our long trip home. Taking a
different path back, we followed the south shore of the bay so that there would be
no question where we were in case of a weather change. This course took us
through several islands south of Jumbo Island into shallow, rock-studded waters.
It was in this channel where the walkie-talkies we had brought with us proved
their value. I had tried them previously when hiking, but because of their limited
range and their line of site transmission requirements, they proved unreliable.
The problem these radios successfully resolved, however, was the
communication problem when one person is forward scanning for objects ahead,
whether a mark, another boat or a rock, and tries to communicate with the
helmsman in the stern. That bow person is over twenty feet away and speaking
pointed away from the helmsman. The skipper is trying to hear what the bow
person is saying over and above the sound of the motor and wind. A foreseeable
colloquy without radios might go:
Bow person:
Helmsman:
Bow person (shouting):
Helmsman (shouting):
Bow person:
Rock:

Rock ahead. Turn to starboard.
What did you say? Speak louder.
Can you hear me now?
With the motor on (or the wind blowing) it is difficult.
Can you turn toward me when you speak?
But then I can’t look forward but if it helps I’ll try to do it.
(expressing excitement) By the way the rock is now
under the boat.
Boom! Boom! Boom!

But, with both the bow person and the helmsman each having a walkie-talkie, the
conversation might unfold more like:
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Bow person:

Rock ahead. Turn to starboard

Helmsman (depressing the push-to-talk button):
Could you push the push-to-talk button when speaking
to me? I can’t hear you.
Bow person (depressing the push-to-talk button):
Oops, forgot. Thanks. (speaking calmly) There is a
rock now dead ahead. Turn sharply to starboard.
Helmsman (depressing the push-to-talk button):
Thanks. Boy that was a close one. You can come back
now and let’s break open a couple beers.
The walkie-talkies also help when the helmsman needs clarification of an
ambiguous instruction such as when Jill was on bow watch and directed me
“Turn. There is a rock to port at 2 o’clock.”
Our expectation that we would be able to sail out of McGregor Bay was dashed
by an increasing west-southwest wind heading us. Getting late in the afternoon,
and recognizing that to continue heading into the waves and wind to Little
Current would be a struggle, we headed southeast after leaving McGregor Bay
on a reach to the north shore of Badgeley Point at the eastern end of Frazier
Bay, on the opposite side of the peninsula where we had been at Covered
Portage Cove. We anchored for the night in a protected cove behind Blueberry
Island.
The eastern end of Frazier Bay has several islands, and is surrounded by the
high hills of the South La Cloche Range and the Killarney Ridge. It is another
one of those tuckaways I wished we had an extra day or two to explore.
Homeward Bound to Gore Bay
The rule of thumb, we had been told, is that after August 15th in the North
Channel we should double the normal transit time because of layovers caused by
bad weather. One day on the water, another day off was another way to put it. A
one week summer trip, in short, takes two weeks in the fall. We had noticed that
those few remaining to cruise the North Channel were principally locals.
Jill, by this time had let me know in no uncertain terms that she wanted to be off
the boat by the 24th claiming that she was expected back home then. Period! I
had been boxed into potentially mutually exclusive alternatives, one being a
mandatory arrival date, and the other being to leave port only in fair weather.
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Canadian Chart 2286 showing an original drawing date of
1822 and a subsequent survey dated 1885.

We left early, in clear
weather, for Little Current,
planning to gas up there,
get supplies, and head on
to Clapperton Island
recovering some of the
time we were behind in our
schedule. The weather
forecast for the next day,
the 16th of August, did not
look good for the afternoon.

We docked at Little Current for a couple hours in the early afternoon as
thunderclouds were forming to the south and east. I finally reached by phone my
hoped for crew for the sail down Lake Michigan to Racine and was told that
because of a reassignment at work, he would not be able to join me, and that he
had not been able to reach his friend, his alternate. I would be sailing
downbound alone, something not initially planned, but an adventure to which I
had become resigned and looked forward to.
Leaving Little Current for the last time, under motor power, we continued west
watching the weather form behind
us and to the south, accumulating
over Manitoulin Island. Storms
were all around us, but,
fortunately not to the west, the
direction we were heading. The
only chart for this area we were
now cruising is an updated, two
color Canadian Chart no. 2286,
surveyed in 1885 (although a new
chart is scheduled to be
introduced) covering an east west
distance of about forty-five miles.
It was laid out so long ago that
The Harbor Island Yacht and Fishing Club,
that depths are shown in fathoms.
memories of a age gone by, in my lifetime.
We were headed into the
Clapperton Channel, noteworthy
for the shoals offshore Clapperton Island, called The Ridge. The harbor is a
large bay of the Island just west of the shoals with a second island, Harbor
Island, situated in the middle of the bay.
With Jill’s good eyesight, we caught sight of the buoy marking the outside of The
Ridge, and followed the course to the buoy marking the turn north into the bay.
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Carefully concentrating on the depth sounder, we came into the bay searching
for a channel mark that, without our knowledge, had been eliminated as part of a
Canadian government economy move. Darkness was approaching and the
weather was looking increasingly ominous. I was uncertain where to drop hook.
We passed a cabin cruiser pulled up on the west shore of Harbor Island, but that
shore seemed too exposed from the west and south. Rounding the north end of
Harbor Island, we caught sight of the now closed, but fabled Harbor Island Yacht
and Fishing Club. We anchored, alone, offshore the abandoned main club
building, concerned there was something wrong about our anchorage, since
there was no one else around us. There was no time to waste, for just after we
set our two anchors and put up the sunshade, the rain started coming down in
sheets and the storm came in full bore.
That night was particularly stormy, with heavy rains and high winds. It is one of
those times that you thank the Gods for having directed you to a well protected
cove so you could enjoy the beauty of a good storm. The next morning we were
no longer alone. Three other boats had moved in during the night, anchoring
near us. The cruiser that had been pulled up near shore on the west side of
Harbor Island the previous evening had had a bad night, and finally, at two in the
morning sought the protection of our side of the island. A privately owned, thirtyfive ton tug boat, built in 1905, was pulled up on shore, not trusting its anchor,
and a larger sloop was anchored further out. We had slept so soundly we had
heard none of these boats arrive in the night. This most memorable morning was
leisurely spent eating and exploring remains of The Harbor Club.
This club had been the preeminent Northwood’s club in the last century, closing
in the early nineties. Allegedly, many movie stars spent time there, including
Marilyn Monroe. This was supposed to the spot where President Roosevelt
privately met Al Capone in the government’s efforts to get the mafia’s support for
the invasion of Sicily. In the 1990s, the club was acquired by a former executive
of General Motors, the rumor being that the staff left very suddenly when they
found out there would be no paychecks, leaving in place the books and records,
dishes, everything, much of which is still there to be seen. The buildings all
remain, along with the cabins and the main building with its long bars that must
have hosted so much pleasure, although clearly the buildings had deteriorated
the last couple decades. I rued not taking the time to stop by as I had passed
this way in Solsken in the 60s when the club was still in its heydays.
The weather cleared in the late morning, after we had made some wonderful
Canadian friends from the cruiser and the tugboat. The forecast was for clearing,
with favorable winds from the northwest. If we could get to Gore Bay, only
thirteen miles away, we would be back on schedule. In the early afternoon we
headed out, the other boats electing to stay for the day because of the high wind.
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We backtracked the path we had followed the previous day, motor sailing to the
entrance of the bay, more motoring than sailing, under only a reefed main.
Leaving the bay and starting west, the winds became head on, the short steep
waves at times stopping our forward way entirely. The sail, with the winds
heading us, was furled to decrease wind resistance. We were heading into the
danger of the most constricted part of the Clapperton Channel.
The marked passage within the channel is about four miles long, with six to
eleven feet of water and frequently no more than one hundred feet in width,
barely enough to turn sharply around.
The wind driven waters building across a one hundred mile fetch of the North
Channel pile into an area confined by Clapperton Island to the north and Maple
Point on Manitoulin Island to the south, an expanse of water about ten miles
wide. There are no escape routes until after exiting the channel. The navigating
cans are small, and failure to locate the next navigation mark is a serious
problem. In this wind, on both sides of the passage, frothing water loomed from
waves breaking over nearby shoals.
I continued to push westward, reasoning that once out of the channel, the waves
would not be as steep and I could fall off and possibly even sail to Gore Bay.
Further, I thought, perhaps we might be fighting an oncoming current caused by
the wind driven surface water being forced over the shallow water of the ledge
we were passing, and that the current would dissipate once in the deeper water.
In the meantime, I was very concerned with our slow forward progress, and the
number of times we had no steerage for lack of forward way. I could tell that Jill
was nervously stewing, literally biting her lip to avoid expressing her fears.

Laughing with friends on a 96 year old tug at
Harbor Island capped off a difficult day on the
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We passed the Middle Bank
buoy, placing us beyond the
channel and in open waters, but
the waves became progressively
larger and steeper. Not only
could we not make Gore Bay
before nightfall, but of greater
concern was that if it became
too late, we might not be able to
see the navigation marks to
trace our way back to Harbor
Island. At five o’clock, the
decision was made, to Jill’s
pleasure, to turn tail and head
back. Forty-five minutes later,
we dropped hook, and were
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welcomed by our friends who
had been concerned about us.
They had tried radioing us, but,
since there wasn’t an
emergency, we did not have it
turned on with someone
posted in the cabin to hear
their call.
That evening was one of our
biggest social events of the
trip, with a beautiful, quiet, star
filled sky contrasting with the
When you are in a place as pleasant as Gore Bay,
excitement of the previous
approaching bad weather is the perfect excuse to
twenty-four hours. In the
spend an extra day and forget the schedule.
whole time we had been gone
from Racine, this day had been the first time the weather had necessitated a
day’s layover. What we had been told about fall weather in the North Channel
proved true, effective almost to the day.
The next day was easy motoring and a short sail into Gore Bay, joined by our
friends from Harbor Island. We laid over there for another day because of high
winds and threatening storms, huge clouds moving in from Lake Huron to the
south. With time on my hands, it was an opportunity to clean up the boat. The
deck was looking filthy with mud from raising the anchor, and the footprints that
had accumulated over the past month. The layover in Gore Bay was particularly
relaxed. None of the yachts was leaving. Any pressure to push on was off my
shoulders. Magically, we had a day with nothing planned, and plenty of
acquaintances with whom to enjoy the day. Gore Bay is a delightful small
summertime community on Manitoulin Island, remote from everything but those
cruising the North Channel. It is only thirteen miles south of Spanish, so is an
alternative jumping off point for the world’s best fresh water cruising grounds –
and it is easier and faster to reach by boat than Spanish, with its silted channel.
That evening, a Saturday, a bunch of us had dinner in town, and afterwards
roamed the village streets. We had hoped to see a summer stock theater show,
but unfortunately the theater season had ended the night before. It seemed
strange that season would be extended up to the weekend but not through the
weekend, but we soon found out why. There was a stag and doe party being
held at the theater for a local boy engaged to be married. For those that are not
familiar with this type of affair, as we were not at the time, it is customary, before
a couple is married, to have a party open to everyone, not just friends of the bride
and groom, for which the entrance fee helps defray the cost of the wedding. So
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in we went, met the bride, groom, and the groom’s parents. We could not have
felt more welcome.
The following morning we went to the town restaurant for a quick breakfast
before heading out, and to our pleasant surprise found the father of the bride at
work at his restaurant, the place we had been eating during our layover. He
remembered us and spent time talking with us – so personable and memorable –
although it appeared he might have been a bit under the weather from the
previous night’s activities.
During our stay at Gore Bay, my hopes that Jill might have found something she
enjoyed over the past couple weeks were dashed. She had been a cooperating
participant, but to this day I don’t know if there was anything she enjoyed. She
was on her way home, and let me know that she wanted to be heading home in
the car on the 24th of August or earlier. Arrival at the car and jumping ship was
what she had looked forward to for most of the entire trip.
Gore Bay, Ontario to Hessel, Michigan
We needed to make tracks, and the weather turned perfect for it. Our original
itinerary had been to spend a
couple days cruising Bayfield
Sound, a large indentation into the
heart of Manitoulin Island. By
excluding that diversion, we could
again be on schedule. That
evening, after a pleasant but long,
uneventful sail, we arrived in
Meldrum Bay, the last harbor to
the west on Manitoulin Island.
Solsken was just one of three
boats in harbor. It was clear the
cruising season had ended. The
fewer the boats, however, the
A post season evening in Meldrum Bay harbor.
easier it is to meet people and this
we did to our great enjoyment.
The next day was another easy day, passing by the westernmost end of
Manitoulin Island, crossing the Mississagi Strait, one of the channels leading into
the main body of Lake Huron, and to Tolsmaville on Cockburn Island.
Tolsmaville had been an abandoned village when I visited it thirty years earlier.
In that earlier timeframe, the homes were in reasonably good condition, but the
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lawns were overgrown. Cars, dating from the 1950s and earlier, had been
abandoned in driveways, clearly not having been driven for many years. It was
truly a ghost town, appearing as if, on one selected day, everyone picked up and
left. The sole resident at the time of the earlier visit, a Canadian government
caretaker, had told me how the town was abandoned in the fifties. The
townspeople simply could not make a living on the island, so moved over to the
mainland as a group.
Today the town and island have changed. Much of the island was purchased by
an American, and many of the homes have either been torn down or restored as
summer homes. The official dockmaster, a retired person whose occupation at
the harbor was simply collecting docking fees from the few boats that stopped
there, claimed to have gone to school on Cockburn Island. Her recollection,
however, varied significantly from what I remembered, although later, she
concurred about the abandonment of the island in the fifties. As for the cars,
those old relics were all removed
and dumped in a large junkyard
inland not far from the village. If
anyone wants parts to vintage
autos, look no further than
Tolsmaville.
She offered to have her husband
drive Jill and myself, along with
some acquaintances from Gore
Bay, in their pickup truck to tour
Main Street, Tolsmaville, Cockburn Island
the island, a pleasant, evening
adventure. Jill, who sat in a lawn chair in the flatbed until she decided it was
safer and warmer sitting inside the cab, conceded that traveling around on the
gravel roads at dusk on that chair was probably the most dangerous part of the
trip. At least that acknowledgment was some consolation for me.
The following morning we headed west, past Cockburn Island, and False Detour
Passage, each connecting the North Channel to Lake Huron, and returned to the
United States at Drummond Island. There is a small harbor on the east side of
Drummond Island, Pilot Cove, which I regretted having to bypass, but we were
sailing to Potagannissing Bay with a purpose. Arriving in the early afternoon with
plenty of time left in the day to reach our destination harbor, we cruised along the
western side of Drummond Island, among the many islands and through shallow
water to the town of Drummond Island, where we registered with the U.S.
Customs Agent, a young fellow who also ran the gas pump. There was a car
rental service so for a small sum you could drive to the grocery store, which we
did just to see the interior of the island and do a bit of shopping. Returning in the
late afternoon, we headed out for our last anchorage, Harbor Island.
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When we had visited this spot on our way up,
there were many boats anchored in the big
bay. But on the 22nd of August, Solsken was
alone at anchor. The off-season solitude had
descended.

Headed for Government Island in
the Cheneaux Islands.

Our plan the next morning was to cruise
Sturgeon Bay on the south shore of
Potagannissing Bay. However, at the hour we
had planned to depart, there was pea soup fog.
There could be no departure until the fog lifted.
Later, as it reluctantly lifted, its future course
still uncertain and unclear, we decided to head
straight for Detour Passage into Lake Huron
and bypass further gunk holing planned for
Sturgeon Bay. By the time we entered DeTour
Passage, the fog had totally lifted, and the day
was bright and warm.

We were making good time, and digressed to a spot I had read about, Whitney
Bay, in Lake Huron on the south side of Drummond Island. This is where the old
Fort Drummond is located, although we didn’t have time to check it out as I would
have liked to do. We cruised back into various coves in Whitney Bay, had lunch
and headed out again into the bright, sunlight waters of Lake Huron towards our
destination of Cedarville in the Cheneaux Islands. As we approached the
Government Island passage into the Cheneaux Islands, black clouds were
forming to the north over Cedarville. The weather report was for a clear bring
day everywhere except for the Cheneaux Islands, where there was a possibility
of thunderstorms late in the afternoon. Seeing the storm moving towards us, we
dropped a hook off one of the outer islands until the storm had passed to the
east. No sooner had the anchor been dropped than the rain came down in
buckets, but without any significant wind. After waiting in the comfort of our cabin
until the rain had past, the anchor was again weighed and we headed to
Cedarville.
But the clouds moved back, in an unusual westerly direction, and the rain started
again, worse than before. Impatience is not good – but perhaps it was necessary
in this case if we were to find harbor before nightfall.
Jill picked up the car we had left at Cedarville, and while she drove to Hessel,
several miles to the west, I motored Solsken through the Cheneaux islands, in
light rain, tying up at the Hessel town marina shortly before nightfall. The
Michigan State harbor Inspector was visiting the marina the next day, so the
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harbormaster and the crew had spruced the place up, planted flowers, making
the already pretty harbor fit for royalty.
We had arrived as scheduled, an amazing feat in retrospect, considering how
unpredictable and fast moving the late August weather is. Over the course of
more than three weeks cruising, our experience had grown and much of what
initially we had considered difficult or hazardous now had become mundane. We
had not experienced any truly dangerous challenges such as violent winds in the
open water, being knocked down, being lost or caught out at night. There had
been no damage to the boat. We were both safe and in better health than when
we started. The trip turned out to be everything planned, except that I had not
anticipated that Jill would find the trip an unpleasant experience. Perhaps a
cooking school in Italy or visiting English gardens is more her thing after all.
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THE LAST LEG
The vacation part of the trip was over. The voyage up Lake Michigan and cruise
through the North Channel of Lake Huron were now scrapbook memories of a
summer past. My home for the cruise since mid-July had been a restored 1962
Pearson Ariel, a twenty-six foot sloop named Solsken (Swedish for “sunshine
and fair weather”). This last leg home to Racine, over three hundred miles of
open, big lake water challenged by fall winds, sailing solo, would be work.
The soft summer breezes had been
superseded by the stronger
autumnal winds with the weather
patterns changing faster with less
stability and certainty. Gone were
those long days of sunlight when
you could pull into port at six in the
evening and still have a few hours
of daylight to spare. In late August
and September, the equivalent of
early April, the extra hours of
daylight are gone, and an
uncomfortable fall chill
accompanies the waning hours.
Jill bidding me adieu at Hessel, Michigan.

Jill and I had arrived at Cedarville,
Michigan on the 24 of August, completing a cruise of the North Channel right on
schedule. From there, Jill picked up the car we had left several weeks earlier
and, while she drove to Hessel, some six miles distant, I navigated the channels
of the Cheneaux Islands and rejoined her in Hessel for our last night. The next
morning she drove home while I began my voyage south.
th

Hessel to Mackinac
Sailing solo is understandably lonely and somewhat frightening. Although I had
considerable experience sailing the Great Lakes, I had never cruised solo.
Leaving the comfort of the company of my wife after being with her for a long sail
and memorable cruise, it became depressing. There was little certainty in what I
was doing. The weather was flaky, and I would be navigating big, dangerous
waters in my small, but sturdy and seaworthy boat. Understandably, there was a
big dip in my psyche.
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My day of departure was a day sailors dream of; one of those bright, clear,
sunny, northern days, with moderate winds more or less from abeam. Being only
twelve miles from Mackinac, I elected to stretch out the day, sailing southeast
across the “throat” of Lake Huron, around the east end of Bois Blanc Island to the
south shore and then continue west to Mackinac along the south shoreline in the
channel between mainland southern Michigan and Bois Blanc Island. Once the
eastern tip of the island was rounded, Cheboygan and Mackinaw City were
harbors in that channel that I could tuck into should the weather turn bad, or the
winds become adverse.
Solsken screamed south across Lake Huron, a wonderful sail that restored my
confidence. But with the wind shifting more southerly, I could not pass around
the eastern point of Bois Blanc without tacking. Because the day was getting on,
and the seas were beginning to build, I fell off, heading due south for Lighthouse
Point, a long point extending north from Bois Blanc island. About noon, pulling
into the calm, protected water past the point, almost to the shore, I stopped for a
quiet lunch in the wooded, untarnished cove. From there, Solsken raced west
along the shoreline towards Mackinac Island on waters sheltered by Lighthouse
Point from the seas building in the open lake.
I had never before approached history rich Mackinac Island from the east, but it
was from this direction the island became so historically important. Mackinac, or
Mishnimakinong, in Ojibway, means “Great Turtle”. This island controlled the old
Northwest Territories in the early days of our nation. In the war of 1812, the
British captured the island from the Americans, ceding it back in the subsequent
peace treaty. But for that cession, much of the northern part of the United
States, including the northern midwestern states, would likely be part of Canada
today.
By approaching Mackinac from the east, I could get an impression of how it must
have appeared to sailors in
earlier centuries. Coasting
along the north shore of Bois
Blanc Island, Mackinac was
clearly visible. There was no
land visible to the north or
beyond it to the west. It
stood out alone, the Great
Turtle. Even as I got closer,
surrounding land still did not
appear. The Island was the
predominant and only
landmark. It was not until I
Mackinac Island seen from the east stands alone.
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was almost at the end of Bois Blanc, just a short distance from Mackinac, that
other shorelines became visible.
I had not noticed before that the town of Mackinac Island faces easterly towards
Lake Huron. In contrast, when approaching the island from the west, as had
been done on previous occasions, the Island is just one island among a group of
islands (Round Island and Bois Blanc Island), towns (Mackinaw City and St.
Ignace), and the immense Mackinac Straits suspension bridge, itself the most
visible of all the landmarks. From the west, downtown Mackinac Island is visible
only as the harbor is entered.
As I rounded Pt. De Tachee on the north shore of Bois Blanc Island several miles
west of Lighthouse Point, heading in a west-northwest direction, I became
exposed to the seas funneling in from the east directly towards Mackinac Island.
Having been in the lee of the Lighthouse Point, I had not been aware how much
the seas in the open lake had built during the day.
The first challenge of the downbound leg was to single handedly bring Solsken
out of the turbulent lake into Mackinac Harbor without smashing into other
anchored yachts or the breakwater. Solsken was not equipped with an electronic
device to hold a course, but did have a “Tiller Tamer”, a mechanical device
designed to hold the tiller in a fixed position. Because it always slipped, only
slowing the change in Solsken’s course, it was of little value for more than a few
moments. Starting the outboard motor while still outside the breakwater, I
headed the boat into the harbor on a ride made wild by quartering seas, did the
fast turn into the wind to luff the sails, dropped the jib, secured the halyard, then
the main, raised the topping lift, secured the boom with the main sheet, and
furled the main, all done like clockwork, and, finally, proceeded confidently to the
docks as if Solsken’s harbor entrance had been nothing other than routine.
There were no slips available, but being a small boat, the harbormaster let me
remain alongside the main dock. The ability of a small boat to somehow always
be fitted in, even without reservations, has never yet failed me. There always
seems to be dockage for the little guy where there might not be for larger or
deeper draft yachts (but somehow the dockage fees are always the same).
East winds on the Great Lakes are generally considered harbingers of bad
weather and this was to be no exception. The weather reports for Saturday and
Sunday were not good, giving cause for me to relax for a couple days at
Mackinac, a vacation paradise. The weather continued beautiful Saturday
morning; perfect for the tourists visiting Mackinac transported on board numerous
high speed boats racing back and forth between Mackinac Island and mainland
ports.
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But the surge in the harbor at Mackinac Island was just too much for me. Midday Saturday, after partying the night before and meeting wonderful people, I
headed the six miles southwest to Mackinaw City on the south shore of the
Straits. Halfway across, the Radisson of the Star Line, carrying tourists from
Mackinaw City and traveling at least thirty miles per hour, passed no more than
twenty feet away, spraying Solsken with its rooster tail. The wake caused
Solsken to rock sixty or seventy degrees to both sides, off the inclinometer scale.
A Michigan police boat approached Solsken shortly afterwards asking if I was all
right and taking my report of the incident. Although such a dangerous and
irresponsible act might be anticipated from an inebriated pleasure boater, this
conduct was inexcusable and hazardous for a licensed captain, particularly when
operating in congested waters where there is plenty of navigation room.
Mackinaw City, Michigan is a tourist town with malls and every conceivable
possible tourist attraction. Some might call it honky-tonk. The theaters and
attractions presented numerous entertainment options to balance the torrential
downpour and storm that lashed the Straits that night. The next morning, as the
storm was clearing up, I awakened to the roar of racing diesel engines, and the
smell of diesel exhaust in Solsken’s cabin. The tour boats, moored for the night
in the small yacht harbor just opposite Solsken, were warming up their engines
for an hour before making their first morning run. The concentration of diesel
exhaust fumes was all I needed to leave again after the storm passed on, sailing
in good winds across the Straits to the relative quiet of St. Ignace.
Mackinac to Charlevoix
The run from Mackinac to Charlevoix must be one of the most dangerous and
onerous in the Great Lakes. More than a hundred mile fetch of water to both the
west and east funnels wind and water into the Straits to build large, choppy seas
and stiff currents. The approximately fifty mile course to Charlevoix starts our
heading due west through the Straits. About half way to Charlevoix, the course
changes to due south, passing through Gray’s Reef.
Gray’s Reef, by itself, is awesome. The reef extends about fifteen miles east to
west between a long extended point on the western Michigan shore to Hog
Island in the Beaver Island group of islands. Land is seldom visible while
passing through the Gray’s Reef passage, even in the best of weather. The
passage is the major thoroughfare for the huge northbound freighters entering
the Straits from Chicago, Milwaukee and the steel mills at Burns Harbor, Indiana.
The water depth from the western Michigan shore to the Beaver Island group,
outside the channel, is less than twenty feet creating a nasty, short-crested,
chop.
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The deep water channel, blasted out of the limestone, is some four miles long in
a north south direction and less than a half mile wide. It is open to the full fury of
the predominant southwesterly winds building across almost the entire length of
Lake Michigan.
The Beaver Island group of islands forming the western side of the reef is
considered a storm magnet. It is said that if there is a storm anywhere, it will be
in the Beaver Islands. If there is a storm nowhere, there will still be a storm in the
Beaver Islands. Because the islands are in the middle of Lake Michigan, they
are also known for fog. In the passage from Mackinac to Charlevoix, St. James
harbor, on Beaver Island in the middle of group of islands west of the passage, is
the closest harbor of refuge after passing through the reef.
All weekend the weather forecasts for Monday had been ideal for sailing west
from the Straits and then south to Charlevoix on the east shore of Lake Michigan.
The winds were supposed to be light, from the northwest through north, ideal for
a reach going west and a downwind run going south.
Early Monday morning, Solsken headed out skirting close to several reefs
approaching the Straits, passed under the Mackinac Bridge and by several
freighters, and entered Lake Michigan. With calm weather, and under motor
power, everything was perfect for a large, onboard, hot breakfast. That was
fortunate, for, as it turned out, I would not have the opportunity to eat again until
after I had docked that evening. I was confident that, with no wind in the morning
en route to Gray’s Reef, and then northerly or westerly winds in the afternoon,
this would be a fast and easy trip to Charlevoix.
A few hours out, a light wind came up from the northwest and I raised sail to help
with the motoring. The winds increased during the morning and changed
direction counterclockwise, rather than clockwise as forecast. With the winds
coming from the west, heading me, the sails came down as my forward progress
became increasingly labored.
Entering Gray’s Reef passage, the wind had veered further counterclockwise, to
the south and I had to motor tack through high choppy seas in the four mile
passage. It was slow, tough going. It was not what sailing was meant to be.
What became clear was that, heading due south with the wind on my nose, I
could not reach Charlevoix before nightfall. After going through the passage, I
changed course to a westerly direction, bearing off the south southwest winds,
towards St. James Harbor on Beaver Island. The run was very wet, with big
waves giving me cold kisses. While skirting the south shore of Hog Island, black
storm clouds began forming to the northwest and west.
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I put up a reefed main and small jib to supplement my Yamaha jib and continued
tacking, using both motor and sail, the sail giving Solsken more drive against the
quartering seas and steadying the vessel. Little by little Solsken entered the lee
of the north-south oriented Beaver Island, carefully skirting the numerous
unmarked shoals on the south shores of Hog and Garden Islands to the north.
At 6:15 I docked at Anderson’s dock in St. James Harbor. As the dockhand
approached he shouted “Did you know there are severe weather forecasts for
Beaver Island until 6:30?” I didn’t know, and didn’t care. There would have been
little I could have done except drop a hook and hope that it held. My only open
water exit had been into the big, wind swept water to the south and east. My
endurance had been tested to its limit. As it turned out, the storm dissipated later
that evening.
St. James is largely a summer community, and by late August was largely closed
down, leaving little choice for dining. But the beer was welcome; being clear of
Mackinac better; and being safe in harbor best.
The next morning I motored, in calm seas, twenty-nine miles south to Charlevoix.
With the wonderful restaurants there, I ate well. Meeting some of my
acquaintances from my days in Mackinac, we all had a good time.
My arrival in Charlevoix on Tuesday, the 28th of August, was the date I had
scheduled for being in Frankfort, Michigan, seventy-one miles to the southwest.
In five days en route, I was running three days behind my originally planned
“leisurely” itinerary. My concern was that, by falling further behind and sailing
later into the fall, the days would become increasingly and noticeably shorter,
and the fall sailing season would be further advanced.
Charlevoix to Frankfort
The forecast for the next day was grim. There was no question that I had a
layover day. I decided to circumnavigate Lake Charlevoix, a large inland lake
that empties into Lake Michigan near the town of Charlevoix. Hopefully I would
get some good sailing in protected waters. That was not to be, as the inland
winds kept shifting and always headed me, whether I was going east, west, north
or south, or so it seemed. How could that be? Perhaps that unanswered
question is what makes sailing the Great Lakes so difficult. I arrived back in
Charlevoix late for the planned five o’clock cocktail party, but with the help of the
VHF radio, my hosts were kept fully informed.
The next day was also bad – dangerous is perhaps a better description.
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Laying over for a second day gave me time to make small repairs and
improvements to Solsken and to stop some cabin leaks. Otherwise Solsken had
held up magnificently to the summer’s adventure.
I had now been able to sail only three out of eight days, and two of those three
days pushed the envelope. I had traveled only fifty miles from Mackinac and still
had the big trip through the Manitous, and then across the open waters of Lake
Michigan to the west shore. The season for the fall gales, when cold air whips
across the warm lake water creating immense waves, had begun. The prevailing
winds on the east shore of Lake Michigan are southwest, the very direction I
would be headed over the next several days. Whether I would ever get the boat
to Racine for the winter was constantly in question.
On the first of September, the day before I was scheduled to be back in Racine, I
headed out of Charlevoix for the Manitou islands. The weather report was good,
although strong winds were forecast. Few other boats left, although the tall ship
Manitou was clearly readying itself to head south.
After a good breakfast, I left the slip to the best wishes of my friends to catch the
9:30 raising of the Charlevoix harbor entrance channel bridge. Raising my sails
in the protection of Round Lake, but under motor power, I noticed the tall ship
Manitou also proceeding towards the bridge. Out of caution and overwhelmed by
its size, I let it go ahead of me. The bridge lifted, and out we both went, like a
mother duck followed by her duckling. The Manitou entered the big lake and was
clearly having trouble with the waves and raising its sails. On the other hand,
with Solsken’s sails already up, with no real way to prudently turn around, I was
committed to passing by the Manitou (which I believe headed back into harbor),
and then rounded South point and headed on a reach south to the Manitou
Islands. It was delightful to so quickly pass all the well recognized landmarks
along the shore, and to know that if I wanted to bail out, I just needed to go
downwind into Grand Traverse Bay and seek any of several shelters.
Unfortunately, all were out of the way from where I wanted to go.
As the day wore on, the winds shifted to the west-southwest and started heading
Solsken. To give me a few more points of tack, I turned on the motor, and finally,
after passing the Pyramid Reef point off North Manitou Island, headed into the
uninhabited harbor on South Manitou Island. Leland, a manmade harbor on the
mainland opposite South Manitou, I dared not enter because it was on a lee
shore, and with high seas pounding that shore, the approach to the harbor was
too dangerous should I make the least error or the seas become overpowering.
South Manitou is the first natural harbor for boats traveling north from the south
end of Lake Michigan. In earlier times, ships leaving the port of Chicago and
Milwaukee sailed the open lake until reaching South Manitou, their first harbor of
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refuge, a possible reason why so many ships went down in the open lake.
Today, with so many ship harbors and harbors of refuge carved out along the
way, South Manitou has become quiet, although it is still used by the commercial
vessels as a harbor of refuge. Laying over in the bay sheltered from the weather
was a tug with its barge in tow, the captain having decided not to head north the
day I had sailed south.
South Manitou harbor is open from the north through east, towards the mainland.
It is deep water, and for anchorage (there are no docks), it is necessary to
anchor in shallower water near the beach. A National Seashore, the only people
on the island are campers and, in the summer, the resident ranger. Daily, a boat
carrying visitors and hikers travels to the island from Leland.
The next day was delightful, with a possibility of the weather changing late in the
day. But I was at South Manitou, a jewel, and ready for a break. I calculated that
if I started early, I could hike much of the island, and be back at the boat by
eleven with enough time before the weather turned to reach Frankfort, Michigan.
Getting off the boat and stretching my legs, putting miles of walking under my
feet, was pure pleasure. But the lure of one more thing to see, just a few more
miles, caused me to miss my eleven o’clock deadline. And my twelve o’clock
revised deadline as well. At one, after a brief lunch, I headed out to Frankfort,
some twenty-eight miles to the south.
Under motor power, Solsken rounded Point Betsie, one of the major points of
land on Lake Michigan, and motored on a few more miles into Frankfort, one of
the fun, wonderful Michigan towns that dot the eastern side of Lake Michigan
going south. Because the Coho fishing season had begun, trailerable fishing
boats were pouring in, and taking all the available slips. The gas dock was
where I left Solsken for the evening, with the blessing of the harbormaster, and
went out on the town.
At least I was now past the part of Lake Michigan that most concerned me. I had
passed Gray’s Reef and the Manitous. The course downlake was now mostly
southerly, not west southwesterly as it had been. I was now one week behind
my original schedule, and the reports showed the weather was again shaping up
to be a challenge.
Frankfort to Ludington
The trip across the lake was the last of the major challenges I envisioned. In the
original itinerary, I had anticipated crossing the south end of the big lake from
Saugatuck, Michigan to Racine, an east west crossing of 80 miles. With the
shorter days, at Solsken’s average speed of five miles an hour, this could no
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longer be traversed in daylight hours. Additionally, I recognized that after twelve
hours at the helm, I became badly fatigued, and that a longer single stretch could
be dangerous. Lastly, the winds were commonly from the west-southwest, and
the direction never consistent throughout a day. On the other hand, from
Ludington, the crossing to Sheboygan, Wisconsin is a little less than 60 miles, a
distance able to be traveled in ten to fifteen hours in good weather. Most likely it
would be twelve, the approximate time from sunrise to sunset at that time of the
year. I also had the ability to change my course heading further south to Port
Washington, or further north to Manitowoc, Wisconsin if I should encounter
heading winds. All three of these ports had ship harbors, as did Ludington on the
Michigan shore, with large breakwaters extending out into the lake enclosing an
inner turning basin protected from the waves of the open lake that provided
plenty of protected space to douse sails before entering the inner harbor channel
entrance. Small boat harbors, in contrast, have two, closely spaced parallel
breakwaters forming a chute as the harbor entrance. When seas become high,
the chute into the harbor can be dangerous, without any exit once committed.
The appropriate change was made to the itinerary.
On Sunday, September 2nd, the day I was supposed to arrive in Racine. I left
Frankfort, still a couple hundred
miles north of my destination. By
late morning, I had only traveled
as far as the small harbor lake of
Arcadia, Michigan, ten miles to the
south. It had been a very rough
stretch, heading into seas and
rising head winds. I needed a
break and decided to tuck in at
Arcadia for fuel and a bit of food.
In the early afternoon, against
admonitions of other yachtsmen to
remain in harbor because of the
wind, I headed out again for
Sometimes it is better to pull in and take the day
Portage Lake, nine miles further to
of, particularly when there are sand dunes and
the south.
beaches like there are off Arcadia.

I hadn’t been out in the lake long
before it became apparent that this would be a slugfest if I continued to pound
head on into the wind and waves. Concluding that to continue would be stupid,
and accomplish little, I turned around and headed back to Arcadia Lake and its
harbor, greeted by a couple other sailors and the harbormaster expressing their
relief that I had turned around. They reminded me that sailing is supposed to be
fun.
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The rest of the fall could have been
spent at Arcadia, it was so
delightful. The next day it poured.
There were thunderstorms. There
was a gorgeous evening with a full
moon. The swimming was
delightful in places with huge
breakers, and at other times and
other places, long extended quiet
and calm beaches. Take your pick.
Wonderful hiking added to the
pleasure. I also met some other
sailors, and had a good time. But
there would be no question; I would
not be heading on that day.

Arcadia Harbor after the season. Notice how
low the water level is relative to the pier.

The next day, Wednesday,
September 5th, I blasted almost forty miles to the south, past Manistee and Big
Sable Point, to Ludington. The winds were ideal from the north-northwest. Much
of the trip was wing on wing. I caught a glimpse of my GPS when it was
registering 9.8 miles per hour, almost four miles an hour over Solsken’s design
hull speed.
A 35 foot motorboat out of Jackson Harbor, Illinois was reported missing from the
previous day’s storm. The Coast Guard was intensifying the search with a
general alert so I kept my handheld VHF turned on throughout the day listening
to reports. The boat was finally discovered safe in a harbor.

Rounding Big Sable was time
to take pictures of WINDY and
get the whisker pole down.

A larger sailboat, “Windy”, traveled with me from
Arcadia, and we mostly stayed together.
Communicating using the close at hand, portable
VHF, Windy’s skipper, late in the day, commented
about my transmissions breaking up. Of course, I
surmised, it must be their radio, because my
portable had been recharged in Charlevoix. But
the problem was mine after all. By having the
handheld receiver on for a good portion of the
day tuned in to the lost vessel report, even
though only in a receive mode, the batteries had
discharged. NiCads don’t lose charge gradually
as do non-rechargeable alkaline batteries, but fail
catastrophically with little warning. This is an
example of how sailors get their street smarts,
including the limitations of the handheld VHF
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radio.
The wind continued intensifying; the sailing exciting. Solsken, under full sail with
jib extended with a whisker pole, was smoking. Approaching Ludington, I
debated how I would get the whisker pole down before entering Ludington
harbor. The seas were high and I dared not leave the helm for fear of jibing,
possibly even broaching, either of which could throw me out of the boat (even
though attached with a tether) or injure me. I continued to review the situation.
What was I to do to get the whisker pole down? “Should I do this? No, I’d better
come up with a better solution” was an oft repeated exercise reminiscent of the
song from the show Oliver, I’m Reviewing The Situation.
I waited until after rounding Big Sable Point to make my move. The shoreline
turns from a southwest orientation to a southeast orientation. I could seek some
cover from the waves by sailing close to the shore. I pulled in the main sheet to
strap the boom amidships so it could not swing and jibed the mainsail while
holding a downwind course. Then, slowly easing out the mainsail, Solsken was
brought into the wind, luffing, but with the mainsail now blanketing the jib. The
whisker pole could safely be dropped.
Windy continued further south to Pentwater, a real temptation for me. Pentwater
has a nice harbor and lake, a sailor’s haven. Going further south would not
change the distance to go across the lake, only being a benefit in that my course
across the lake would be a little more northerly, favorable should I encounter
southwesterly winds in my crossing. But, ignoring temptation, I called it a day
and tucked in at Ludington.
Ludington to Sheboygan
Ludington is one of the major
towns heading south with a good
marina, but struggling to maintain
itself. There were no restaurants
near this wonderful marina, nor
was there a grocery store nearby.
I walked a substantial distance to
the yacht club for a beer, the nonevent highlight of the weekday
evening.

Sailing across Lake Michigan to Sheboygan
The way sailing should be.
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stretch of the whole trip; mostly out of sight of land, without any refuge; harbors,
islands, nothing; just open, big water in September. The weather forecast for
crossing the lake the next day was good. I was hoping against hope that the
forecast was correct.
I had to buy an alarm clock to wake myself up at 6:00 A.M., when it was still very
dark. Sometimes restaurants and meals are memorable. I was told of a great
breakfast restaurant nearby that opened at 6:00. It lived up to its reputation. By
daybreak, I left my slip and went out of the harbor in calm seas and light wind,
close hauled, heading south of my destination of Sheboygan, in case the wind
became more southwesterly.
As the first ten miles passed and the land to the east disappeared from view, I
mentally organized the entire distance in ten mile segments, each about two
hours duration. There were five more segments to go. Then four. Then three.
When I was halfway, it was a big event, an occasion for a beer and a good cigar.
The last thirty miles were downhill and appeared to go faster. Then two. The
winds did shift more southwesterly, and by late afternoon, I turned on the motor
to improve my angle of tack. Then the last segment. The tops of the tall power
plant stacks on shore near Sheboygan appeared but, through the haze I couldn’t
see either the harbor or its entrance. With only a couple miles to go, and
darkness descending, I became concerned about my inability to locate either the
harbor entrance or the town itself.
Less than a mile before running ashore, the red lighthouse of Sheboygan’s
harbor entrance came into view. Seeing fishing boats around the harbor and its
entrance, I took down my sails in the open waters of the lake, my confidence
bolstered by the favorable experience at Mackinac. With a confused shore wave
action, however, I had a terrible time. One boat, after my sails had dropped,
approached and asked if I was OK. Next time, I admonished myself, take down
the sails in the turning basin inside the harbor entrance.
Solsken was docked, sails and gear stowed, and I went to sleep, exhausted,
waking up after dark. But now in a different time zone, gaining an hour
(Wisconsin, unlike Michigan, is on Central Daylight Time), I had plenty of time for
a relaxing dinner and to stretch my legs. Sheboygan was a town I knew well,
having sailed there several decades ago. But a wonderful job has been done
restoring the town and there are now wonderful restaurants and nightspots. I
walked the town and did my share of visitations, having dinner in one restaurant,
dessert in another and a nightcap in another.
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Sheboygan to Racine
I thought I had made it; that I was as good as home. Racine was only seventyfive miles away and the trip down easy, so I thought. Port Washington and
Milwaukee are ship harbors on the way to Racine, each approximately twentyfive miles apart. Now on the western shore, protected from the prevailing
southwesterly and northwesterly winds, I could sail in the lee of the shore without
the discomfort of seas. This would be a two day trip, the longest being a fifty mile
day, not as long as crossing the lake. This certainly was going to be duck soup
after what I had been through.
It didn’t work that way though. The weather forecast was ominous. The next
day, Thursday, September 6th, southeast to south winds were forecast (Why
weren’t the winds from that direction when I was on the eastern shore?) with
medium sized waves heading me traveling south. Thursday night through
Sunday the weather was shaping up to be super ugly. Unless there was a
change in the forecast, Solsken would not be leaving whatever port it was in
Friday morning until Monday at the earliest.
Port Washington was close enough to home so that, if I could reach it, Jill could
pick me up and drive me home, returning when the weather cleared. Sheboygan
was just a bit too far. So, Port Washington, twenty-five miles away, due south,
was my destination.
On the trip across the lake, I had only used a quarter of my fuel supply. Still
having enough for about ten hours, or sixty miles, more than enough to reach my
destination twenty-five miles distant, there appeared no need to top off my fuel
supply at Sheboygan.
I left the harbor early Thursday morning pounding into oncoming seas under
motor power. Several larger sailboats, under inboard motor power, overtook
Solsken and passed her by. Solsken’s speed through the water, which should
have been about five and a half miles an hour, went down to two, and
occasionally to zero. I advanced the throttle to full out, knowing that, at two miles
an hour, I would not make Port Washington until after nightfall, and perhaps not
before the forecast storm.
The going still was too slow, and too tough, but the other boats seemed to be
making it. Granted, they had inboards, while Solsken had outboard power. I
tried everything, including motor tacking, and was about to give up and turn back
when the seas started easing and the hull speed increased to four and five miles
per hour. I was in luck and continued on my way.
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In the mid-afternoon, only eight miles from Port Washington, and with the local
power company stacks in sight, I breathed a sigh of relief that I had enough fuel
to reach Port Washington. I thought I had made it.
Then, rounding the last point of land before Port Washington, a rounded point
that was so inconsequential it is unnamed, the waves increased and the boat
speed dropped to three, then two, then zero miles an hour, even motor tacking
with the motor going full out. Now I knew I would not have enough gas.
Entering the harbor without gas was not a safe option, so I could not just take my
chances that there would be enough gas and just keep going hoping it didn’t run
out. Clearly there was not enough gas to return to Sheboygan, and there was no
certainty, even under sail, that I could return to Sheboygan before the bad
weather rolled in. I was concerned about putting up any sail because the boat
was pitching so badly and I could be thrown. The trip to Port Washington should
have only taken five hours. I had already been at the helm seven hours, and
hadn’t arrived. I had to do something.
I put the motor at low speed so I wouldn’t be bounced around as much by the
waves, went forward and raised a reefed main. Falling off, and turning the motor
to a mid range speed, Solsken took off at over five miles an hour. I had
overlooked experiences from earlier times that motoring with sails not only adds
drive to plow through oncoming seas, but the additional stability to make it more
comfortable. After a few tacks, about six o’clock, I approached the harbor
entrance and experienced terror.
The harbor entrance and the turning basin were packed with fishing boats.
Some were at anchor, others trolling - all over the area. Concluding that the
problem was not just mine alone, but a mutual problem, and that my experience
entering Sheboygan would not be repeated, I went into the harbor at my single
speed, full out, ignoring the other boats. Successfully dropping sail while fishing
boats slowly moved out of the way, I continued into the marina, tying up late
Thursday afternoon.
Port Washington has also been rebuilt, and was a pleasant place to put in.
Particularly noticeable, possibly because it was post season and unlike the
Michigan shore, there was no proliferation of sailors with whom you could share
the thrills and chills. Those that were going south were all business. It was clear
everyone was working, that the summer’s fun was over.
The weather report continued to remain ominous for the next several days.
There being no point staying around, Jill came up to Port Washington and home I
went. On Monday night, September 10th, I returned, gassed up, and prepared for
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departure the next morning to Racine.
Tuesday was a small window of
opportunity in an otherwise tumultuous
weeklong weather system.
The trip to Racine was about fifty miles, a
long day if things worked out. Early
Tuesday morning I left Port Washington
(after bailing out my dinghy that had sunk
from all the rain we had received over the
weekend), and, in absolutely calm seas
and calm air, motored south.
Solsken was doing wonderfully, pushing
over six miles an hour. The lake was a
A calm morning on Lake Michigan was
mirror. In places it was difficult to see
accompanied by a surprise two mph
where the lake and the gray sky met.
heading current.
Going out into deeper water, over a
hundred feet deep, I figured would increase my chances of picking up a little
wind. But it didn’t.
Ahead appeared a ribbon of flotsam, more or less parallel to the direction
Solsken was traveling. As it entered the ribbon, the boat violently buffeted to port
and starboard. After passing through it, I noticed that my forward speed had
been reduced to four miles an hour.
I was troubled by this unusual situation, knowing I had fifty miles to go that day. I
concluded that either my motor was failing, or Solsken had entered a high-speed
current going north. To check the
latter, I turned Solsken 180 degrees
and noticed the speed increased to
almost 8 miles an hour. There was no
wind. There were no waves. I was in
deep water and experiencing a two
mile an hour northbound current.
Although as I continued towards
Racine the current diminished, it
remained with me all the way to Wind
Point, a few miles north of Racine. It
might have continued further, but
Racine was my destination and I was
not going further for scientific purposes.
Now I had definitive proof that there are
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substantial deep water, long distance currents (not just from river estuaries or the
wind), which flow north on the western shore of Lake Michigan. A two mile an
hour current is significant, and under other conditions, it might either be more, or
less. This current could explain why, when traveling across the Lake, even
considering sailing leeway, I have so often missed the target harbor. These
currents are unreported, unstudied and uncharted. No one apparently knows
where in the Lakes there are currents, their speed or direction.
Late Tuesday afternoon, rounding Wind Point some three miles northeast of
Racine, the opportunity finally arose for a leisurely cruise. Solsken was not going
to be motored into its homeport after a trip of over 1,500 miles. It would be
sailed. Up went the biggest sail, the large 170% genoa that hadn’t been used
even once during the trip downlake. Yet, in the summer, that is normally my
most frequently used headsail.
Solsken ghosted quietly through the
clear Lake Michigan waters. It was
perfect for one final good beer and
cigar to celebrate wrapping up the
trip.
A few hours later, at sunset, I pulled
into my home slip, put the boat away,
tidied up everything like a loving
parent, and congratulated myself on a
wonderful, safe and successful trip to
the north and back. Still not ready to
call it a day, I headed over to the
Putting away Solsken after having
Racine Yacht Club where a car had
completed the 1,500 mile trip to the North
Channel.
been left for me to drive home, and to
have one quick final brew before heading home.
The yacht club TV was on, as it always is, and I ignored it, as I always do. But I
kept hearing something about the World Trade Center. Asking the bartender
what it was about the Trade Center, he replied, “It is no more.” That is how I
found out about what happened that day, September 11, 2001.
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Itinerary
Port

Dates of Arrival and Departure

The First Leg
Racine, WI
Sturgeon Bay, WI
Ephraim, WI
Jackson Harbor, WI
Fayette, MI
St. James, Beaver Island, MI
St. Ignace, MI

July 14
July 16-17
July 17-18
July 18-19
July 19-20
July 21-22
July 23

The Cruising Leg
St. Ignace, MI
Coryell Island, MI
Cedarville, MI
De Tour Village, MI
Burnt Island, MI
Milford Haven, Ont.
Blind River, Ont.
John Harbor, Ont.
Spanish, Ont.
Eagle Harbor
Croker Island, Ont.
Little Current, Ont.
Covered Portage Cove, Ont.
Snug Harbor, Ont.
The Pool, Baie Finn, Ont.
Dreamers Rock, Ont.
Browning Cove, Hayward I.
East Arm, McGregor Bay, Ont.
Blueberry Island, Ont.
Clapperton Island, Ont.
Gore Bay, Ont.
Meldrum Bay, Ont.
Tolsmaville, Ont.
Harbor Island, MI
Hessel, MI
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July 24
July 24-26
July 26-30
July 30-31
July 31-Aug. 1
Aug. 1-2
Aug. 2-3
Aug. 3-4
Aug. 4-5
Aug. 5-6
Aug. 6-7
Aug. 7-9
Aug. 9-10
Aug. 10-11
Aug. 11-12
Aug. 12-13
Aug. 13-14
Aug. 14-15
Aug. 15-16
Aug. 16-18
Aug. 18-20
Aug 20-21
Aug. 21-22
Aug 22-23
Aug. 23-24
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The Last Leg
Hessel
Mackinac Area
Beaver Island
Charlevoix
South Manitou
Frankfort
Arcadia
Ludington
Pentwater
Sheboygan
Port Washington
Racine (arrival)
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Aug. 23-24
Aug. 24-27
Aug. 27-28
Aug. 28- 31
Aug. 31-Sept. 1
Sept. 1-2
Sept. 2-4
Sept. 4-5
Aug. 29-30
Sept. 5-6
Sept. 6-11
Sept. 11, 2001
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